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Come to Cowtown
by Tim Evans
~t 1 don't accomplish anythlng else
this year, I'm 'going to make our Board
of Directors meetings worth attending.
With that in mind I'm going to step out
and make a Joe Namath guarantee that
the Fort Worth Board of Directors
meeting will be the best ever. It will
begin at 10:OO am., Saturday, December 15, 1990 at the Worthington Hotel.
It is open to the membership. I invite
each of you to come and here's why:
C.L.E.
The Criminal Defense Lawyers Project is sponsoring another first-rate
seminar on Thursday and Friday the
13th and 14th at the Worthington. You
have, or will have, received a brochure
giving the details of this seminar, but
here are some highlights. John Boston
will give a preview of the upcoming
legislative battles we will face. Justice
ChuckMiller will bring us up to date on
the most recent s~gnificantopinions of
the Court of Criminal Appeals. Ma jorie
Meyers' sentencing guidelines update
is of national quality. It alone is worth
the price of admission. At publication
time we have a tentative commitment
from a statewide elected official to be
our Friday luncheon speaker. There
are many more top trial lawyers on the
agenda and this varied program should
appeal to everyone.

Substance

TCDLA has some major policy decisions to make at this meeting and the
discussions should be both educational
and entertaining First we must decide
on our legislative app~wach. We usually are relegated to the defensive
approach of sabotage and guerilla
warfare. This session we hope to offer
some affirmative legislation, especially
in the area of right to counsel. It is
especially important in the face of the
federal effort to chill the attorney-client
relationship that we strengthen the citizens protection at the state level. The
lawyer Goldstein has some definitive
suggestions in this area and we are
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anxious for his presentation. We also
hope to coordinate our efforts with
NACDL to get some relief from Congress on the National level.
I am encouraged that we can once
again win the battle over oral confessions. I believe this because the increasing propensity of the local constabulary to find themselves in the role
of the accused strengthens our argument that the police are not the sole
possessors of the truth. I also believe
that our recent elections have shown
that citizens are no longer allowing
themselves to be conned out of their
votes by superficial "tough on crime"
platforms. This is the first election in a
long time where victory did not depend
upon the number of clanging cell doors
in the background of of the candidate's
IV ad.
We must also decide upon and approve guidelines for our Lawyer's Assistance and Amicus Cu~iaeCommittees. Unfortunately, in the climate of
today's practice TCDLA is receiving an
xlarmmng number of requests for assis:ance. Wemust decide whenwe should
and should not get involved and how to
niarshall our resou~cesto be most
2ffective. I already know we need
rolunteers in this area so come to the
meting if you want to be put to work.
Comiiuced on page 6
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EDITOR'S COLUMN
Beware: Jones u. State:
The ~ o t i c eof Appeal
In a Plea Bargain Situation
-

Over the years we have all seen the
&matic changes which have been
developed within the system of rides
governing trials andappeals. Thanks to
the work of the members of state bar
mmmittees, many of the rules have
been written to simplify and clarify the
practice of law. However, some technical idiosyncrasies still remain,
For instance, years ago defense counsel need only verbalize the defendant's
intention to give notice of appeal and
that was the end of the matter.
Today, under the new rules of appellate procedure, this notice of appeal
must be given in writing and filed with
the clerk of the trial court. The notice
should also show the desire of the
defendant to appeal from a specific
judgment or other appealableorder. So
far, no p~oblem.
The rules were then altered in order
to permit a defendant to enter into a
plea bargain, yet retain the right to
appeal onvarious pretrial matters. This
rule certainly moved the docket along
and at the same time serve to preserve
matrers deemed important by the defendant. Now we have a potential
problem.
The problem takes the form of the
contents of the notice of appeal in a
plea baczain situation. In louw u. State
~ . w l z d _ ( ~ e x . c r . ~ &NO. 003889 delivered September 26, 19901, Mr.
Jones ran headlong into the problem.
Jones was charged with felony DWI,
enhancedwith two otherfelonies,Jones
Tied a motion to quash the enhancement paragraphs, arguing the Section
12.42 P.C. applied only to offenses
enumerated as felonieswithin the penal
code, and not to Article 67011.1 (el because it was not designated as a felony
and its punishment range was less than
that for a third d e ~ r e efelony. Jones

was later reversed by the Court of
Criminal Appeals at 784 S.W.2d 361
Crex.Cr. App. 1990)).
The Court of Criminal Appeals did
Jones a favor, sort of. The Court
actually decided the issue presented,
holding that because Dm, third offense, carried penitentiary time as a
possible punishment, it was also consIdered a third degree felony, and was
also subject to enhancement by proof
of two prior felony convictions under
Section 12.42 (dl. Thus the trial wurt
acted correctly when it denied the
Appellant's motion to quash the two
enhancement paragraphs of his indictment.
Then the Court addressed the State's
argument that the Court of Appeals
never should have decided to question
in the first place because Jones had not
fded a proper Notice of Appeal in the
case. Jones filed a written Notice of
Appeal which basically said just that,
and requested that the Court order a
mnscript because Jones was too poor
to pay. The State filed a Response
bringing the defect in the Notice of
Appeal to theattenrion of the Coua and
the Defendant, but nothing was done
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IN AND AROUND TEXAS

(

by John Boston
legislation
During the coming months this space
will be devoted to reporting and discussing (often just cussing) legislation,
its impact and implication if passed,
and how members can help with the
never-ending taskof keeping the forces
of repression from triumphing over the
voices of freedom. On occasion we
may have some affirmative legislative
proposals to offer, and even if passage
by the Legislature is remote, we may
createsomebargainingchipswithwhich
to negotiate during the 7Znd Session.
Those worthy adversaries and able
counsel, the Texas District and County
Attorneys, have a long and ambitious
wish list (more than 60 proposals) for
legislation to be passed in the npconling session. My opposite number at
TDCAA, Tom Krampitz, hasshared with
me some of his organization's proposed changes to Texas laws of interest
to uinlinal practitioners, and I, in turn,
will share a simitar, but often opposite,
dream list with him (without disclosure
of the details of how we hope to kill his
package or get ours passed, of course).
A brief aside: anlongst bar, bench,
and laity, criminal defense lawyers are
considered to be liberal, at least in
terms of maintaining individual liberties, and prosecutors and other prostate persons to be more conservative,
but when it comes to legislation, it is
we, the criminal defenders, the constitutional larryels, the individual rights
attorneys, who are really the consemtwes. We don't want to change statutes
and decisions that protect the rights of
individual citizens. Lnisscz faim (2:)
and stare daisis.
Some of the proposals espoused by
the TDCAA include legislation to bring
An. 37.071 TXCCP in line with Pemy U.
Lyzazrgh. TCDLA does not disagree
with this concept, but we will have
major differences with language and
proposed changes to the special issues.
One question is whether to define or
not to define "deliberately," or whether
to ieplace question (1) entirely.
The DA's will propose a response to
Supreme Court decision, Grady U.
Corbin, which dealt with attachment of
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jeopardy when more than one offense
arises out of the same transaction.
TDCAA wants to amend the TXCCP to
allow prosecution of all offenses arising
from a single transaction in one trial.
Also, they will go back to the well again
on om1 confessions. We've already
restarted our police misconduct file in
order to persuade the legislators that
corroboration and recordation are
necessary in fairly taking a confession.
The prosecutols say they will be back
this session with a proposal for the
"State's right to a jury," which is a
euphemism for a further reduction of
the defendant's right to trial by jury.
Specifically, the state would have to
agree to jury waver m misdemeanor
cases and for punishment in felony
cases. More later.
On the TCDLA side, the Legislative
Committee will have met, on 29 October, to develop a "wish list" of affirmative legislation, writers to draft it, and
possible sponsors from among the
representatives and senators. The
precise legislative list isuncertainat this
writing, but some suggestions include:
definitions of "a reasonable doubt"; of
"deliberately" as used in Art. 37.071
CCP; of a "deadly weapon"; provision
for judic~alapproval prior to subpoena
of a defense lawyer or hisher records;
and creation of a defendant's right to
interlocutory appealsilnilarto the State's
undercument law. These are only a few
possibilities; if you have suggestions,

-
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In and Around Texas
Continuedfmompap 5

call the home office or Legislative
Committee Chair Betty Blackwell in
Austin.
Speaking of criminal law legislation,
at the federal level, Scott Wallace,
IVACDL's Legislative Director, reported
to National's Board of Directors in
October on the still pending Comprehensive Crime Control k t of 1390,
which at this writing is inHouse-Senate
conference committee. The budget
and Md-East crisis may delay action on
this bill. Not an unhappy thought
considering the two versions the committee will try to reconcile. The following are provisions related to capital
punishment. Item: The one bright spot
in the House version is that the Radal
Justice Act passed despite prosecutor
arguments that its passage would be
the end of the death penalty throughout the country. Statistical evidence of
racial disparities in death sentencing
would raise an inference of racial discrimination in imposition of a death
sentence. Item: The House habeas
corpus provision in capital cases was a
defeat for the defense bar. The House
adopted the most restrictive version
proposed, including provisions that
counsel must be provided only in state
postkconviction proceedings, and by
separate amendment, the House repealed the 1988 drug law provision
requiring appointment of counsel in
fedetal habeas proceedings. Item:
Standardsfor competenceof counsel in
death cases are left entirely to the
discretion of the states (the House
Judiciary Committee had voted for a
version which required competent
counsel at all stages of a capital case).
The bill sets a six-month statllte of
limitations for fding federal habeas following completion of state direct appeal; tolled for state post-conviction
proceedings; and in federal death
penalty cases the period would be just
90 days. Item: Procedural default can
heavoidedonly ifthe failure to raise the
issue at trial was the result of state
misconduct or ofnew factswhichcould
not have been discovered in time
through reasonable diligence-i.e., a
defendant whose trial lawyer was not
reasonably diligent would have no
recourse through habeas under the
House provisions Item: Retroactivity
rulings of the Supreme Court (Teagrre

line of cases) remain intact (the Judiciary Committee's KastenmeiedHughes
provisions would have overruled
Teagarel.Item: Successivepetitionsare
prohibited unless they raise an issue of
factual innocence.
The House has other constitution
busting provisions. It approved by 265
to 157goodfaith exception for warrant-,
less searches; raised to 20 the crimes for:
which the death penalty is available!
(the Senate version has 34, a0 From preFurman times). Both versions allow
child victidwitne6ses to testify by
closed circuit T V and reward (bribe?)
states with similar laws with grants.
The Senate version allows victim impact statements in capital cases in violationof SupremeCourt decision, ~ o o t b
v. Maryland, which was a 5-4decision.
The House bill provides mandatory
&mum punishments for drug distribution within 1,000 feet of a TRUCK
STOP. Church or school, maybe, but
tnr& sfop'? There's more, but my last
provision for now is a House amendmentto theBankruptcyCode thatwould
preempt state homestead laws where
defendantsin hncialinstimioncrimes
pratect ill-gouen assets through srate
homestead lam. In this regard, some
have expressed fear that the amendment appears to allow seizure of
homestead property for the noncrime
of combining a government insured
loan and poor money management.
Looking at these laws and w e n t world
news, it seems there is an inverse
freedom ratio in the world, as Eastern
Europe becomes freer of coinmunist
tyranny, the good old USA becomes
more repressive. To be continued.
The Real *Right StufP'
TCDLA Past-President Cliff Brown of
Lubbock recently received the prestigious Air Force (Army Air Corps then)
Distinguished Flying Cross for a World
War I1 mission flown nearly 46 years
ago. He was awarded the medal for
distinguished flying while on a bombing raid of a Nazi oil refmery in Vienna,
Austria on 10 September 1944. Over
the target his ahcraft was hit, an engine
was lost, and after a significant altitude
loss, Bmwn ordered excess weight jettisoned, and piloted his crippled B-17,
Flying Fortress (The B-17 is depicted in
he current movie Memphls Be&) back
o base inFoggia, Italy. A belated "well
o n e Better late than never.
Every member get a member. Semser..if

President's Column
Continuedflompage 3

It is also time to decide whether or
not to continue to hold our annual
meeting and d i i e r dance in conjunction with the State Bar Convention. In
the past I have been one of the strongest supporters. of maintaining our presence at the convention. However,
changes in convention policy and the
increasing popularity of the Rusty
Duncan Advanced Criminal Law Short
Coursehave causedme to question this
position. On the one hand we must
remain active with the State Bar to
insure our input on important criminal
lawcommittees. On the other handwe
might substantiallyincrease our participation at the annual meeting if we held
it when more criminal l a v e r s were
going to be present at the seminar.
Both are important considerations; ff
you have a preference or op'bion, please
let me know.
One of my pet projects for the year is
to strengthen our public relations, not
just for TCDLAas an association but for
our point of view. I firmly believe that
we can and must give the shapers of
public opinion a more realistic understanding of the criminal justice process
and of the legitimate role that the defense lawyer plays. We have to get on
more talk shows, speak at more civic
clubs, and write more Letters to the
editor. People will pmtect their rights
once they know they are losing them.
I also believe that the reporters at our
courthouses are woefully ignorant of
the criminal law. I want to start a
volunteer workshop for the media so
they can see that our law is based on
sound principals and not just a web of
"technicalities." We will be discussing
these issues and making specific assignments. Bring your own ideas and
we will let you help u s implement
them.

social
If you don't have fun in Fort Worth,
it's your o m fault. Betty and Jeff
Kearney and Ritaand I are planning the
best party yet. Friday night we're going
to the Stockyards, so bring your boots,
jeans and somebody who can two-step
(or doesn't care if they can't). Billy
Bob's is open and going strong. We
plan to eat and dance together, no
invitations required. We'll get back m
you later with more details..
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Friends of TCDLA
The cumztpresident of the FRIENDS
OF TCDLA is Bet& Keatrzey. She is a
narimofLongview, T~arasandhascalled
Fort Worth her home since she entered
TC.C in 2.963. Bet& graduared in
1967 with a B.F. degree and taught
schoolfor two yeats before she srurted
her farnib. i%e Kearneys have fhree
children. Ryan, the oldest, is attending
Tulane University in Netu Orleans, Joel
isgraduatingfkm b~scboolthisyear,
a n d Ann is in the thirdgrade.
Betty /lopes to cany on the same tm&on as the two pratious presidents,
raising money and supporting the effom of TCDLA.
We thought our reudets would he
interested in the backgmtrnd of the
FRIENOS OFEDLA.
Since Rita Euum
was insrrunzental in the formation of
our organiuriion, we asked h a to give
us some of her thoughts on how the organization began.

Rita Evans

For many years, I had been fortunate
enough to be involved wilh the TCDLA
in a very passive way. Then the time
came for me to go to work for this organization and make better use of my
time. Inthesummer of 1987,I satdown
at the trusty IBM and asked for others to
join me in organizing what was soon to
be known as FRIENDS OF TCDLA. We
have Ed and Theresa MaUett to thank
for the selection of the name which has
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sewed the organization very weU.
In December of 1987, the fust organizational meeting was held in conjunction with the TCDLA boardmeeting. At
that meeting, there were seven hardworking and devoted individuals Marilyn Caperton of Dallas, Terry Goranson of Dallas, Betty Keamey of Fon
Worth, Theresa Mallett of Houston,
Ann Meyer of Dallas, and Joan Weinberg of Dallas. There were so many
things to be done to make this organization work, and everyone seemed
quite willing to work.
Theresa Mallett took on the task of
writing the by-laws, Marilyn Caperton
accepted the huge challenge of public
relations, Teny Goranson would work
on membership, Ann Meyer agreed to
act as treasurer,Joan, Betty and I would
work on activities and help the orhers
as needed. The most important business at this meeting was the designation of a leader, Theresa Mallett. This
proved to be an extremely wise decision; Theresa worked then and now
verytirelesslyon behalf of the FRIENDS.
Fortune smiled on the newly organized FRIENDS, as the site of the next
meetingwasNew Odeans, andERIENDS
picked up several new members Michelle Bires, Carolyn 'hrner, Nancy
SchaKer,IleneZimmermam,and Casey
Bratton. In New Orleans, the parent
organization passed a resolution to
welcome and endorse FRIENDS OP
TCDLA and to permit the use of the
TCDLA logo. The two organizations
have made good business partners.
The first project of FRIENDS OF
TCDLA was raising money for the Richard Thornton Scholarship fund. This
was a project that was near and dear to
many members of TCDLA, because of
the wonderful man being honored.
Thanks to many, many very generous
contributions, FRIENDS raised in excess of $5,000 to assure the endowment
~f the Richard Thomton Scholarship
'und at the University of Texas. This
vas a very special time for those origila1 seven founders, and set the tone for
he years to come.

The membership of FRIENDS has
continued to grow, and the organization its& has grown. There have been
numerous activities in which PRlENDS
have been involved since that first
summer. When the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CRIMINAL DEFENSE
LAWYERS had their spi-ing meeting in
Austin, John Boston and Gerry Morris
called upon the FRIENDS to organize a
welcoming hospitality suite and cocktail party for the NACDL meeting and
guest, Austin Criminal Defense Lawyers, and members of TCDLA. Bob
Hinton called the FRIENDS to assist in
entertaining at a cocktail reception for
the Dallas Criminal Bar, and others
attendinga seminar that was being held
in Dallas.
All of the above has been fun and
rewarding, but perhaps the most important and rewarding project was when
FRIENDS took on as a project the
retirement of the debt on the TCDLA
building. There was complete agreement by the organization that this was
a worthwhile project, and there were
many wonderful ideas from everyone
on how FRIENDS would go about raising money to retire this monstrous
debt. Everyone has worked so hard to
make this occur, and this certainly includes the members of TCDLA. There
Continued on page 29
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Bank Fraud
(Llfe Before and After F1RREA)-Part

4

byJames C. Sabalos and Russell R. Oliver
6. Theft, Embezzlement, Misapplication (18 U.S.C. @ 656-657).
a. Sections 656 and 657, Generally
The provisions under $656and 5 657
are largely similar, except 5 657 applies
to savings and loan associations, credit
unions and other specified institutions
while § 656 is directed at banks. Case
law applied to one section is applicable
to the other. The same is m e with
respect to 5 1005and $1006.)~Prosecntors frequently join §§ 1005-1006 offenses with §§ 656-657 offenses because
bank insiders often make false entries
to further their schemes to misapply
funds.1~ Note, however, that if the
Government has alleged $8 656-657
offenses without alleging false entries
under §S 1005-1006, a good defense
may exist from this fact alone; that is,
that the bank insider obviously did not
intend to defraud or injure the institution because he did not conceal material faas.
b. Essential Elements of the Offense
C1) That the defendant was an officer
(employee, agent or director) of the
bank (or savings and loan);
(2)That the bankwas a national bank
C§ 6 5 0 or S&L (8 657);
Q That the defendant knowingly
embezzled (or wilKully misapplied)
funds (credits) belonging to the bank/
S&L in its care;
(4) That the defendant acted with
intent to injure or defraud the bank/
S8rI; and
(5) That the amount of money/credit
was more than $100.00.
c. Definitions
(1) Nutioral Bank means a bank organized under national banking law.
An inarm4 bankmeans one where deposits are insured by the FDIC.
(2) Embezzle means to intentionally
take property.
(3) Wi@rlly misapplyingbank or S &
8

L funds means an intentional conversion or taking of money for the use or
benefit of one's self or another, knowing the defendant(@had no right to do
SO.

(4) To act Nith intent to defraud
means to act with intent to deceive or
cheat anotherFo
d. Relevant Cases
,The Fifth Circuit has indicated that
"recklessdisregard may be the equivalent of "intent to injure or defraud" the
bank (or savings andloan) for purposes
of mkappli~ation.'~~
Funher, intmt to
injum or defraud is an essential element of the offense of misapplication?.l
The Fifth Circuithas expresslyappmved
a District Court's instruction that "actual
injury" is not required to he proved to
constitute an offense.*lJ
In McCrigbf, the Fifth Circuit indicated that a defendant does not necessarily have to be the lending agent to
commit an offense underg656. So long
as the officer/employee "iduenced in
the decision to
a significant way
extend the loan," he may be charged
under the statute>!< McCrigbt may be
used by prosecutors in the Fifth Circuit
to extend, as far as the evidence will
allow, casesagainstinsiderswith knowledge who had some "significant"rolein
the extension of credit or the loan.
e. The Classic "Nominee Bormwer"
Schemes Under $5 1005-1006 and 5s
656-657
Theclassic "nomineebomwer"cases
involve a financial institution putting a
Loan on its hooks toaputative borrower
who, subsequently, transfersthe bank's
proceeds to some third perwn<s), entity or back to the banker/loan officer,
31, in some cases, does not actual:^
receive funds, hut is not expected to
repay the loan. These "sham" transacions come in many forms, depending
Jpon the creativity of the participants.

...

Some classic examples are as follow%
(1)The bankCofficer/directors) know
that a current homwer requires additional funds for an investment project
for which an original loan was made.
The borrower, however, is not capable
of performing on the original loan and
cannot receive newly generated loan
proceeds, often because of regulatory
restrictions. To avoid a loss to the
borrower and the bank, a "nominee"
borrower is used. Consequently, the
bank's books do not reflect the actual
purpose of the new loan. In some
instances, the "nominee" is a real persodentitywho is assured he/she/itwill
not be looked to for repayment by the
bank, although the bank's documents
reflect that he/she/it will be responsible on the note. In other instances, a
"fictitious nominee" will be used who
does not exist or, if he/she/it exists, is
unaware of the fraudulent transaction.
(3 A bank insider (e.g. director/
officer) wili seek to obtain bank's proceeds for a business venture. The loan
ordinarily would be denied if disclosed
to the loan committee or regulators: the
bank insider thus will create a "fictitious
nominee" to receive the proceeds. A
nominee may receive a "fee" from the
proceeds and/or may receive an "interest" in the business tramactionCs) 0.e. a
"kickback").'15
(3) The bank(officers/ditectors) know
a loan is a "problem" loan because it is
about to mature and thebo~rowercannot
repay the note. Built-in interest reserves have been exhausted and the
borrower cannot pay the interest.
Borrower, with bank's knowledge (or
assistance), finds a "new" borrower to
"purchase" the property securing the
loan, financed, of coume, by bank. The
"new" borrower may be a person,
entity controlled by "old" borrower.
The bank may even advance new funds
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to "new" borrower, pay itself the intc
est due on the old loan with procee<
from the "new" loan and set up ne
inte~estreserves to service the "nev
loan. Thus, both the bank and the "011
borrower have avoided a loan defal
but everybody understands, exce,
perhaps the bank examiners and reg
lators, that nothing has really change
and that the property will have to t
eventually liquidatedfor the bankto t
repaid, as neither "new" nor "011
borrower has any money.
(4) The bank has a "problem" ass<
usually foreclosed real estate, that
needs to "get off the books." Bank
officers may arrange for a borrow^
who approaches the bank for a ne
loan (legitimate or otherwise), to t
approved for the new loan, but only
the borrower purchases the problel
asset, lOOOm financed by the bank,
course. In this way, the bank conver
a non-earning asset into one whic
appears, at least, to earn income for dbank. (Funds to pay interest on tt
note either are built into the purchaz
money loan as interest reserves or a1
funded through the new loan.) Thu
the borrower really is acting as tk
bank's nominee to help the bank a1
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pear to be healthier than it is. These
arrangements often come with an
understanding that the "purchaser"will
not have to repay the note and that the
bank will arrange for the "sale" of the
property or a deedin lieu of foreclosure
when the note matures.
Transactions such as those described
in items (3) and (4) above are often
referred to as "cash for trash" deals.
Even though such tlansactions most
often occurred during the early to mid1380's, they may lead to further prosecutions in view of FIRREA's extension
of the limitations period to 10 years for
some offenses, discussed in Section
IV.C.1 below.
These fact patterns have been prevalent in the savings and loan industry,
pamcularly in the "boom-years" when
many thought it was impossible to lose
on a business venture irl real estate or
the oil and gas industry. Prosecutors
are quick to focus their investigations
on the nominee because a nominee's
testimony would implicate banking
insiders and true recipients of the loan
proceeds in a simple conspiracy to
violate $5 1005-1006,§1007, §$656-657,
5 1014, $5 1341-1343 and § 1344 (false
entries,misapplication,falsestatements,

mail and wire fraud and bank fraud,
respectively). Needless to say, these
cases are difficultto defend.
Many of these "sham"nominee transactions have been documented in a
manner which makes them d i f h ~ lfor
t
auditors or regulators to detect. Frequently, authorities do not discover
these abuses until the entities have
fallen into conservatorship or receivership. Insured institutions are required
to make "criminal referrals" where,
"knownorsuspected" criminal conduct
has occurred. Seesection IV.D, below.
When banking insiders are involved,
however, the likelihood that a criminal
referral would be made by the institution is remote.
Not all "nominee transactions" are
easy to prosecute. The facts of each
transaction often dictate the best "lineofdefense" one may have. In cases
where the "nominee" did not receive
any "fee or proceeds" and wanted to
make the true payee of the proceeds
liquid enough to succeed onhis project
and pay the lender, the Government
will have difficulty proving the participants "intended to injure" the bank or
savings and loan.
A classic defense for a nominee and
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the true recipient of the proceeds ha
been described as follows: (1) th
nominee had no illegal purpose him
self to conceal the loan; (2) the bank
under existing standards, could havt
made the loan to the nominee o n it
own merit; U) the defendant was a h
not the loan officer of the transactio~
(i.e., the true recipient of the proceed
was not a bank insider); and (4) tht
bank, according to the documents, hac
the right to look to the nominee fo
repayment. This defense may be ever
more successful if the nominee ha:
stated on the loan documents that thc
purpose of his loan was "general* o
'personal.*16 Of course, the defense it
limdted. It is likely thata loss on the loaf
or a lender-liability suit generated b)
the facts will give the Government ar
opportunity to argue that, at the timt
the loan was made, the transaction anc
documents were a "sham" which con
stitutes violations under $ 371, 5s 1005.
1006, and $5 656-657.
Most of the nominee pmsecutionz
turn on the interpretation of opinion:
by the Courts invarious circuits. In US
0. Gens, 493 F.2d 216 (1st Cir. 1974). the
director of a bank could not qualify for
additional advances or loans: Consequently, he obtained a nominee for a
new Ioan and was charged with misap
plication. The Goua indicated that a
violation under g 656 for misapplication, through a nominee, exists where
the nominee is fictitious(or unaware of
the mnsaction), the lender knows the
nominee cannot repay the loan, or the
lender intended at the time of the
transaction to lookonly to the recipient
for repayment on the note and not the
numinee."'? Without thesefactspresent
or other "special circumstances"which
would, by their nature, tend to injure
the bank, there, arguably, is no willful
misapplication of funds under $656.
However, some Circuitsh e rejected
this reasoning.lls In one case, the Court
found that, where a bank officer is the
recipient of the proceeds, a nominee
transaction is "inherently fraudulent."'rv
In another case, the true borrower was
at his lending limit and obtained the
defendant and others to serve as nominees on his behalE The Court "brushed
aside" G m a n d looked to the purpose

of keeping honest bank records in
order to afford examiners and regulators an accurate "picture" of the bank.
Accordingly,chargesfor conspiracyand
aiding and abetting in the substantive
offenses in violation of $1005and $656
were proper.1M
Mr. White suggests that the Fifth
Circuit has notdefmed clearly the limii
of a 5 656 nominee violation. The ~ i f t h
Circuit has relied on Gens to the extent
that it agrees with the First Circuit's
interpretation of which nominee transactions fall within the scope of 9: 656.11
In one case, the Flfth Circuit seemed to
suggest that, where the nominee is not
fully apprised of aU the facts, a 5 6%
violation exists.lm The Court also has
indicated that, where the nominee
understands that he will not be looked
to for repayment of the loan, the transaction is a "sham" and falls within §
656.1a
Finally, it should be noted that the
Fifth Circuit recently endorsed use of
the Eleventh Circuit Pattern Jury Instructions: Criminal Cases 90-91 (1985).
as the appropriate model pattern jury
lrrsmction for 18 U.S.C. $ 656 offenses
and nominee transacti~ns.~~
7. False Statements to a Bank (18U.S.C.
§ 1014)
a. Essential Elements of the Offense
(1) That the defendant knowingly
made a false statement to the bank or
savings and loan;
(2) That the bank or s a v i w and Ioan
ws federally insured; and
C3) That the defendant did so for the
purpose of receiving a loan (or other
pwp-e).
b. Relevant Cases
The Proposed Draft Fifth Circuit Pattern Jury Chasges W r c h 19S9) expressly excludes matetiality as a jury
question since mareriality is an issue
which is d&ided by the Court.B*The
purpose of excluding the element of
materiality is to prevent a not guilty
rerdict for lack of poof on materiality.
[fa prosecutor fdes a motion-in-limine
srecluding argument on this point,
lefense counsel should raise the point
~ n l yon the question of intent and ask
he Court to reserve its ruling on matejdity tmtilthecloseof the Government's
ase. This will allow counsel, through

cross-examination, to develop a record
for appeal.
Section 1014 only requires an intent
to influence the bank's action. A desire
to harm or injuse the bank is not required, nor is it required that the defendant seek fmancial gain. Further, reliance by the bank is not required.'"
t Section 1014 can be utilized in nomipee borrower cases even where the
k n k manager knows of the fajsity of
the loan application.'" Misrepresentations as to the purpose of the
is material and falls within g 1014.'8
This statute also reaches oral statements to the bank." Note, however,
Section 1014 does not apply to "check
kiting cases.'* This was a major reason
the Department of Justice asked Congress to enact 18 U.S.C., § 1344 (Bank
Fraud).
8. Mail andwire Eraud(l8 U.S.C. g 1341
and 5 1343)
a. Essential Elements of the Offense
613411
(1) That the defendant instituted a
plan or scheme to defraud to receive
money or property of anothe~
(23 That the defendant utilized the
mails for executing the scheme; and
(3) That the defendant had specific
intent to defraud (orknowingly made a
false statement with the intent to commit fraud).
b. Essential Elements of the Offense 5
1343
(,The elements for mail fraud and wire
fraud are identical except in wire fmud,
the defendant will commit the offense
by use of the telephone or wires in
interstate commem fi.e., from one
state to another).
C. Relevant Cases
A false representation can besatisfied
by a showing of "reckless indiRerence."l,'
Use of the mails, however, must be for
the purpose of executing the scheme.le
For wire fraud cases under § 1343, see
U.S. v. Hammod, 598 F.2d 1008,lOlO
(5thCir. 1979) [Government required
to show purpose of call to execute the
schemel.
For crimes occurring after November
18,1988,involving schemes to deprive
7 city, state, or private entity of its
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The Legality Of The Prosecution's
Theory In State v. Mattox -Part 2
by W.Robert Gray
N. TheDutyto Exercise "Independ-

conflicting representation when a lawyer or a law fimi is representing a client
ent Professional Judgment" and
directly on one matter but is opposing
"Acting as a Iawyer"
The indictment alleged that Jim Matit directly(usually inlitigation) inanother
tox offered a benefit to Caldwell in
u~zrelatedmatter." Obviously the
return for Caldwell's violation of his
prosecution's case was based on this
duty as a lawyer "to exercise independsecond type of intrafim conflict, beent professional judgment of behalf of
cause Mobil's litigation and the bond
his client, Mobil Oil Corporation." This
clients' bond applications were unreexcerpt from the indictment is based
lated matters. The initial question thus
directly on Canon 5 of the Code of
is whether inducement to create this
Professional Responsibility," which is
kind of intrafirm conflict justifies the
entitled "AIawyer Should Exercise Inimposition of criniinal liability.
dependent Professional Judgment on
The case closest to State o. Mattoxin
Behalf of a Client." Canon 5 as then
its theory of imposition of crinzinal
formulated "embodies the duty of
liability for breach of fiduciary duty is
undivided loyalty long recognized in
United States o. Bronstor2,16 in which a
common law as the essence of an
New York State politician who was a
attorney's fiduciary relationship to his
"partner in a law firm used the mails
client.'" This part of the indictment,
with the specific intent of defrauding
then, statesthe heart of the prosecution's
one of his firm's own clients of the
theory under the commercial bribery
precise interest which it had been restatute, a statute whose very purpose is
tained to defend."iT Bronston secretly
to prohibit illicit interference with a
and for a fee of $12,500 represented a
company seeking to obtain a city franfiduciary re1ationship.m
Because "the concept of a fiduciary
chise then held by his firm's clients.
relationship is an inherently vague one
The court of appeals found that his
. . . far more expansive than it . . . actions, including non-disclosure of his
appears," it is necessary "to distinguish
separate representation of the second
client, breached his fiduciary dutyto his
the 'mere breach' of a fiduciary duty
from those more serious violations that
Fim's original clients under DR5-105 of
justify [criminal]liability."il The breach
the Code of Professional Responsibiloffiduciarydutyalleged herewassimilar
i y and defrauded those clients of their
to the intrafirm conflicts of interest deright, for which they had paid $52,000
scribed in F~mdofFiinds,Ltd. u.AHhtr~: in legal fees to the firm, "to the undiAnde~sonC Co. 52 and Westiizgho~cse. vided loyalty of its partners.""
The Btonstotz case, which itself has
Electric Coiporation. v. Kerr McGee
Coiporation, i3 which involved large
been criticized for its expansion of the
law firms' representation of one client
federal mail fraud statute through the
by one group of its lawyers while other
uncritical use of common law standards
lawyers in or associated with the firm
of fiduciary duty,m is distinguishable
were concurrentlyI-epresentinganother from Mattox in several important reclient on a d a t e d matter in which the
spects. The first is that the defendant in
Bronston created a conflict in the pretwo clients' interests were in direct
conflict.* These, of course, were cases
cise interest of the client representedby
involving civil liability. The farthest
his law partners; the Mattox
prosecution's theory, as noted before,
perimeters which the case law in this
area then reached prohibited dual or
alleged only a conflict on unrelated
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matters. Bronston sought and received
economic gain; no such allegation
applied to Mattox. Finally, the Mattox
theorywas farmoreattenuated than the
theory affirmed in Bfonstotz. Bronston
himself, as a partner in the law firm,
indisputably owed certain fiduciary
duties to his f m ' s client, and it was his
own unilateral action in representing
another clientwhichbreached that duty
and created criminal liability. Mattox
owed no fiduciary duty to either Mobil
or to the bond clients6'and thus could
not unilaterally cause the breach of any
fiduciary duty to them. Caldwell, who
was the subject of the alleged inducement and who had the only direct
power to breach a fiduciary duty because it was he upon whomsuchduties
were imposed by the lawyer-client relationship, was under independent
fiduciarydutiesboth to avoidany conflict
from multiple e m p l ~ y m e n and
t ~ ~ to
disclose any such conflict to the clients
affected.0
It is arguable that, on the premise that
the crime charged was an inchoate
one" requiring no completion by
Caldwell of his part as charged in the
illicit scheme, Mattox's mere offer of
inducement was criminally culpable
without the necessity to estabhsh any
causal nexus or linkage to Caldwell's
performance or non-performance of
his independent legal duties to the
firm's clients. Just as arguable, however, is the position that Caldwell's
legal duties to his clients and his independent requirement to act for them
totally insulated these clients from any
harm from Mattox's alleged actions,
thus preventing the commission of any
crinle. This issue of causation-involving the problematic nexus between
Mattox's alleged actions and Caldwell's
status as the fiduciary whose actions
alone directly determined whether a
breach of duty could occur--cannot be
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resolved from the averments on the
face of the indictment. No resolution is
possible because the indictment contained no allegation that Mattox regarded his actions as sufficient to dis~ u p Caldwell's
t
elation to Mobil or to
the h n d clients; as an experienced
attorney, Mattox could indeed have
relied on his knowledge of Caldwell's
duties to these clients to insulate then1
from injury. This matter, together with
theotherissues drawn from contrasts of
Mafbxwith B~onston,simply illustrate
that the prosecution's theory in this
case, based on common law concepts
of duty as embodied in the Code of
Professional Responsibility, extended
the statutory crime of comme~cialb~ibery to its falthest possible linits and
perhaps beyond.
It is necessary, therefore, to make a
freshstart to determine whether thereis
any basis "to distinguish the 'mere
breach' of a fiducialy duty from those
more serious violations that justifycriminal liability."6, Judge Kaufman has
stated that,
"When dealing with [legall ethical
principles, . . . we cannot paint with
broad strokes. The lines are fme and
must be so marked. Guideposts can be
estahlishedwhenvirgin ground is being
explored, and the conclusion in a particular case can be reached only after
painstaking analysis of the facts and
precise application of pre~edent."'~
The ind~ctment,however, does not
attempt to analyze and distinguish
precisely what duties and powers the
attorneys in a law fm have to their
&m's clients. Indeed, during the trial,
the prosecution adduced evidence m
an attempt to prove that every member
of a law film has exactlythe sameduties

and powers with lespect to every client
of the firm. Every member of a firm
does have the fiduciary duty not to
create an intrafinn conflict of interest
involving any client of the finn under
Canon 5 and DR5-105.6' But every
member of the fim does not have
identicallegal relationswithevery client.
In this respect the commercial bribery
statute itself provides the critical element for deciding p~eciselywhich legal
relation controls the leach of the statute.
Sectton 32.43 of the Penal Code, the
commercial bribery statute, provides
that "[bleneficiary' means a person for
whom a fiduciary is acfitrg" "and it
further defines '"[fliduciary'" as "a
laiuyer " The indictment tracks this
statutory language by alleging that
'Wiley Caldwell was actitzg as a lawyarn.
. . on behalf of his client, Mobil Oil
Corporation" in the Manges u. Mobil
Ptodrtcing litigation. That Caldwell
ms so acting is an essential element of
the crime with which the defendant
was charged, because proof of this fact
would have established that there was
a beneficiary, Mobil, to which Mr.
Caldwell owed a fiduciary duty that
was protected by the statute from bleach
by the defendant's putative bribe. This
required element of "acting as a lawyer"
was not, however, established in the
prosecution's theoiy of the case, which
therefore fails to charge a crime."
The cona charged the jury that "'falct'
means a bodily nloventent, whether
vvluntary or involuntary, and includes
speech."" In so doing it was merely
setting forth the defition of "act" from
the Penal Code." Normally the legislative definitions of statutory terms are
controlling:* but another definition may

be used when "a different construction
is requi~edby the context."'$ The context of section 32.43 definitely require8
"acting" to he interpreted differently
from the Penal Code definition, which
focuses silnpkiter on the locomotion
of the body or its parts and is thus well
suited to crimes such as criminal lromicide, kidnapping, sexual offenses, or
assaultive offensesLbut not to a white
collar crimesuchas commercial bribery
whose more abstract essence is the
disturbance of legal relations.
Under Texas law, as is generally the
case elsewhere," "the relationship of
attorney and client is one of agent and
principal. Thus, the relationship in its
general feature is governed by the same
rules that apply to other agencies."*
Moreover, the attorney in such a relationsh~phas no general authority to act
For the client in all its matters, but is
closely restricted to those matters in
which he has narrow authorkation to
act.=
These principles may be combined
with the following general principles of
agency law to arrive at a tentative
definition of "acting." "When a duly
cvnstituted agent acts in accordance
with his instructions. . . he has power
to affect the legal elations of the principal to the same extent as if the principal had so acted."a Further, "[tlhe
agreement to act on behalf of the
principal causes the agent to be a
jkfzrciary, that is, a person having a
duty. . to act primarily for the benefit
of another.'"' Finally, Hohfeld offers
the following analysis:
"The creation of an agency relation
involves, inter alia, the grant of legal
powers to the so-called agent, and the
creation of correlative liabilities in the
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principal. That is to say, one party P has
the power to create agency powers in
another patty A,-for
example, the
power toconvey X's property, the power
to impose (so-called) contractual obligations on P . . . and so forth . . .
"[Aluthorization" . . . consistIs1 of a
pa~ticulargroup of operative facts taking place khveen pincipal and agent."=
Thus, under this analysis, "acting"
would be defined as "exercising authority (or authorization), as a fiduciary, to alter a specific legal relation of
the principal."
The specific legal relation pertinent
to the prosecution's theory is the legal
relation of the principal/client Mobil
with the court and the parties in the
Manges litigation. The indictment alleges that the object of the putative'
bribe was to induce Caldwell to alter
this relation by declining to depose a
certain person in connection with this
lawsuit. It follows, then, that the theo~y
of the indictment was valid only if
Caldwell had the necessary authorization to act as Mobil's lawyer by making
such a litigation decision.
Under Texas law, it is presunled that
an attorney appearing for a party in
litigation is duly authorized to act for
that party? Appearance in a case is
"evidenced by [the attorney's1 name
subscribed to the pleadings or to some
agreement of the parties filed in the
case."h A lawyer who has so appeared
is known as an "attorney of recol-d."s5
An attorney of record has tie authority
to bind a client (or alter his legal relations) in the managenlent of tactical
litigation mattel-s, such as the taking of
depositions.ffi
The State apparently contended that
Caldwell was "acting as a lawyer" for
Mobil merely because he was a member of a law firm in which another
member (McDade) was (by inference
from the indictment) so acting. Though
this situation was enough to impose
certain fiduciary duties upon Caldwell,
including the Canon 5 duty not to
create a conflict of interest, it did not
establish that Caldwell was "acting as a
lawyer" for Mobil. For this element of
commercial bribe~yto have been satisfied, the prosecution would have had
to have alleged that Caldwell was an
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attorney of record in the Manges case,
that he had Mobil's specific authorization to manage that litigation, or that in
some other manner he had legal power
to alter Mobil's legal status in the case.
No such averments were made.87
The Fifth Circuip has confirmed this
analysis by holding that "acting as a
lawyer" denotes a species of the attorney-client relationship that is clear and
distinct from the minimal relationship
created by the bare presence of the
lawyer as a member in a firm where
other lawyers actually represent the
client. In Potashnick u. Poif City COIIstrlrcfion Coinpanj~ the court was
required to construe the phrase "acting
as a lawyer" contained in the federal
judicial disqualification statute," in a
case where the trial judge's father was
senior palmer in thelawfirmrepresenting one of the parties before that judge.
The judge's father was not, however,
engaged in the litigation. The court
accordingly held that he "was not 'acting as a lanyer' in the [lawsuit1so as to
disqualify the judge under Ithe statutel.
That provision requires actzral
pcwticipntion [in the law~uitl."~'
In another case under the same statute, again involving the question of
whether the presence in the case of a
lawyer/relative of the judge should have
required the judge to be disqualified,
the same coua of appeals reiterated its
position that "one 'acts as a lawyer'
within the meaning of [the disqualification statutel when he actlral/ypai.ficipates in the case."" There the court
gave two indicia of a lawyer's active
participation: participation in discovery proceedings, or enrollment as
counsel of record.9' The indictment, of
course, attributed no such enrollment
or participation in discove~y
(or equivalent actions) to Caldwell.
Under this analysis of Fifth Circuit
case law, it is most evident that the
Mattox prosecution erred by appal-ently relying on Caldwell's mere membership in the Fulbright & Jaworski lam
firm to establish that he was "acting as
a lawyer" for Mobil. The Fifth Circuit's
construction of the expression "acting
as a lawyer" in the federal judicial
disqualification statute is entirely apt as
a standard for the kind of lawyer-client

relationship which the Texas commercial bribery statute is intended to protect. In both instances the expression
denotes the nature of a legal relation
whose existence is required to invoke
either prophylactic or punitive measures to protect the legal system from
equally destructive phenomena: judicial bias, or corruption in legal representation. Thus because a partner in a
law firm may not automatically be
deemed to be "acting as a lawyer" in a
case for a client being handled or
represented by any of his law partners,
when the issue is judicial disqualification, he should not be deemed to be
"acting" in similar circumstances when
the issue is whether the criminal sanction of the commercial bribery statute
may be invoked.
The prosecution's theory of the nature of the fiduciary duty which Jim
Mattox's alleged conduct supposedly
endangered ultimately founders on its
failure to analyze that duty with adequate care and discrimination. Expansive in its use of Canon 5 of the Code of
Professional Responsibility to posit
Mattox's role in creating an intrafirnl
conflict of interest, the theo~yactually
failed because of its unsophisticated
failure to uncover other dimensions of
fiduciary duty. In Mr. Justice
FrankFurter's famous words:
"But to say that a man is a fiducia~y
only begins analysis: it gives direction
to further inquiry. To whom is he a
fiducialy? What obligations does he
oweas a fiducia~y?
In what respectshas
he failed to discharge those obligations? And what are the consequences
of his deviation fron~duty?
By its failure to follow the tenor of
this statement, and by its attendant
failul-eto relate legal ethical principles
to the precise statutory language, the
prosecution failed to include the heart
of the crime charged-the precise fiduciary duty which is protected from
interference by section 32.43--as an
essential element in the indictment.
V. Offering a Bribe a n d the Defense
of Legal Impossibility
The offense with which Jim Mattox
was specificallycharged under subsec-
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FEDERAL IMPACT DECISIONS
by Charles Blau and Katin Collins
1 . N m York v. Harris,-U.S.-No. 8%
1000 (April 18,1990).
ISSUE: Whether the exclusionaryrule
bars the use of a statement made outside of a defendant's home when the
statement is taken after an arrest is
made in his home in violation of the
Fourth Amendment.
DISCUSSZOA! Officers had probable
cause to believe that defendant Harris
had murdered an individual and proceeded to his apartment to arrest him,
without fist obtaining a warrant. Defendant let them enter and once inside,
the officers read his Miranda warnings.
Defendant acknowledged that he understood the warnings, agreed to answer questions and admitted to killing
the victim. He was then arrested and
taken to a police station where he was
again Mirandized,afterwhich he signed
a written inculpatory statement. The
police then read his Miranda warnings
a third time and videotaped the incriminating interview between the defendant and the district attorney, even
though the defendant indicated he
wanted to end the interrogation. The
trial court suppressed the first and third
statements, which the state did not
contest. The sole issue considered by
the Supreme Court was thus whether
Harris' written statement made at the
police station should have been suppressed because the police entered
Harris' home without a warrant and
without his consent, in violation of the
requirement of Payton u. New Yo,%, 445
U.S. 573 (1980) that police cannot effect
a warrantless entry into a suspect's
home in order to make a routine felony
arrest.
The Court assumed that the police
officer's entry was illegal and in violation of Payton, but noted that it has
declined to adopt a per se rule that
wouldmake inadmissibleany evidence,
whether tangible or live witness testimony, which is the fruit of an illegal
arrest. Rather, the penalties visited
upon the government, because its of&
cers have violated the law, must bear
some relation to the purpose which the
law is to serve. Payton was designed to
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protect the physical integrity of the
home and not to grant criminal suspects like the defendant protection for
statements made outside the premises
where the police have probable cause
to arrest.
Insupporting its conclusion the Court
noted that an arrest in a public place is
permissible as long as the arresting
officer has probable cause. However,
Payton nevertheless bars entrance to
the home without a warrant because
physical entry to the home is the chief
evil against which the wording of the
Fouah Amendment is directed. Thus,
an arrest warrant assures the determination of probable cause before the
officers enter the house to execute the
same. Nothing in Payton suggests an
arrest in a home without a warrant but
with probable cause somehow renders
unlawful continued custody of the
suspect once he is removed from the
house. This is different than cases
where evidence from the criminal defendantfollowing arrest was suppressed
because the police lacked probable
cause. Since the police had justification
to questionHarris prior to hisarrest, the
subsequent statement at the station was
not an exploitation of the illegal entry
into his home. Thus, the station house
statement in this case is admissible
because defendant was in legal custody
and because the principal incentive to
h e y Paytonremains,because the police
know that a warrantless entry will lead
to the suppression of any evidence
found or statements taken inside the
home. It is doubtful that the desire to
secure a statement from a criminal
suspect would ever motivate the police
:o violate Payton. Accordingly, sup3ressing the station house statement
2btained after a Payton violation will
lave little effect on an officer's actions,
m e way or another.
2. Pennsylvania v. Mu?ziz, -US-,
N o . 89-213 Uune 18, 1990).
ISSUE: Whether an answer supplied
to routine police questions must be
suppressed in the absence of Miranda
warnings.

DZSCUSSZON~RespondentMuniz was
arrested for driving while intoxicated
on a Pennsylvania highway. He was
not advised of his right to remain silent
pursuant to Miranda u. Arizona, 384
U.S. 436 (19661, and was taken to a
booking center for routine questioning
and videotaping; He answered several
questions regarding his name, address,
height, weight, eye color, date of birth,
and current age. He was also asked the
date of his sixth birthday, which he
could not remember. Additionally, he
made numerous incriminating statements while he performed physical
sobriety tests. Hewas finally advised of
his Miranda rights when he refused to
take a breathalyzer test. All aspects of
this questioning were recorded on a
video and audio tape, which was
admitted at trial. Muniz was convicted
based on this evidence. The Pennsylvania Superior Court reversed, finding
that while the videotape of the sobriety
testing exhibited physical rather than
communicative evidence within the
meaning of the Fifth Amendment, the
answers given and other verbalizations
were testimonial, and the audio portion
of the tape should have been suppressed in its entirety.
The United States Supreme Court, in
vacating and remanding, noted that
initially it must be determined whetherthe communication was testimonial.
This type of analysis requires that the
communication itself either explicitly
or implicitly relay factual assertions or
disclose information. Doe u. United
States, 487 U.S. 201 (1988). The Court
then found that whenever a suspect is
asked for a response requiring him to
communicate an express or implied
assertion, fact or belief, the response
contains a testimonial component.
The Court distinguished cases where
a handwriting exemplar is used merely
to identify physical characteristics that
are outside the privilege's protection.
In contrast, the sixth birthday question
herein required a testimonial response.
Thus, the inherently coercive environment created by the custodial interrogation precluded the option of remain-
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ing silent and Muniz was left with the
choice of incriminating himself by
admitting he did not know, or answering untnithfully by reporting a date that
he did not believe to be accuratk.
Accordingly, the incriminating inference of impaired mental faculties
stemmed not just from the slurred response but also from the testimonial
aspect of that reply. Therefore, the
response to the sixth birthday question
was testimonial and should have been
suppressed.
In contrast, the questions prior to the
sixthbirthdayquestion regarding name,
address, height, weight, eye color, date
of birth and current age did not constitute.custodia1 interrogation. Custodial
interrogation for Mimda purposes
includes both expres questioning, and
also words or actions that may elicit an
incriminatingresponse. The Court found
that these routine questions were not
intended to elicit information because
they fell within an exception toMiranda
for questions seeking biographical information needed to complete hooking. Therefore, the statementsofMuniz
in response to these mutine questions
were properly not suppressed by the
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trial court.

3. United States u. OUveras, P.Zd_,
No. 89-1380(2nd Cir., June4,1990).
ISUE:Whether the Fifth Amendment
privilegeagainst compelled selhcrimination prohibits conditioning an offense level reduction on a defendant's
admission of self-incriminating statements regarding
- conduct not part of the
conviction.
DISCLS3IQN: Defendant made a $14
sale of two baas
" of PCP to an undercovex offker. Following the transaction, he apparently dropped 8 additional bags of PCP from his pocket as
oftlcers approached. However, Defendant contended that since he was one
of several people in the same Location
who were arrested, the bags belonged
to one of the other persons. Defendant
was indicted for selling the two bags of
PCP a d in a second count for possession of the other 8 bags with intent to
sell. Defendant accepted a plea agreement and pled guilty to Count 1, in
exchange for a dismissal of Count 2,
during which time he always maintained his lack of possession of the
other 8 bags. For purposes of the pre-

sentence report, Defendant admitted
selling the two bags but again denied
possession of the 8 bags of PCP. The
probation officer recommended that
Defendant not receive the two point
reduction for acceptance of raponsibility because he did not accept the
otherrelevantconduct,i.e., the possession of the other bags of PCP. Defense
counsel argued that acceptance of responsibility should be assessed solely
with respect to the actual charge to
which a defendant pleads guilty and
not to those counts dismissed as pan of
a plea agreement. fee, e.g, Unired
Statesv.Pmz-Fmnco, 873 F.2d455 (1st
Cir. 1989). The trial coua rejected this
argument and denied the two point
reduction.
The appelIate court reversed, noting
that so long asa defendant's statements
are not immunized against use in a
subsequent criminal prosecution, the
effect of requiring a defendant to accept r~sponsibilityforcrimes other than
those to which he pled guilty, or of
which he has been found guilty, is to
penalize him forrefwing to incriminate
himself. This clearly runs afoul of the
ConNnued onpage ad
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Editor: Catherine Greena Burnett
Joe Sidney WERAZONALE: Conducting the hearing in the t/c's library
LIAMS.NO. 920-89
violated Art. 1.24,CCP, which mandatesthat "the proceedings
-0nD.s PDRand trials in all courts shall be public." Also t/c erred by
Per CUrlamO~h- preeluding cross-examination of the prosecutor's neutral
reasons given for the exercise of his peremptory challenges.
TCA holds cross-examinationis necessary in a Batsonhearing
because, once the St has met its burden of coming forward
ONTO meo- with neutral explanations, the burden to show purposeful
CONSPIRATOR
discrimination shifts back to D to impeach or refute the
RULE REQUIRES
neutralexplanationor show that it is mereIy a p e t Finally,
THAT STATETRCE 611 requires production of the prosecutor's note beMENT BE MADE
cause he refreshed his memory with them about reasons for
'TN FURTHER- his peremptory strikes.
ANCE" OF CON- BATSON -WHAT IS ENOUGH TO ESTABLISH PRIMA
SPIRACY AND
FACIE CASE? The record shows through stioulatfons that D
NOT JUST 'IN
was Hispanic. One Hispanic and three ;lack: were struck by
the St.
Whatever the status of the law prior to the enactment of
HELD: Striking the only Hispanic member of the panel
TRCE 801CE)(2lO, it cannot now be said that in order to be equated to peremptorily striking 10096of the venire persons
admissible against a hearsay objection, an out of court
that were the same race as D. This was sufficient to establish
statement of a co-conspimt~rneed only be in the course of
a prima facre case.
or merely somehow "related to" the conspiracy. Some
APPELLAlE PRAcllCE GLRDE TCA emphasizes that in
"subsrance" must be present to meet the rule's requirement.
Dauberry, 7% S.W.2d 589, at fn. 2, the court smed that the
It isnot sufficient that thestatement was made "in the course"
"question of whether a defendant has established a prima
of the &onspkacfi it must also be made '.in Furtherance" facie case is normally not a concern subject to appellate
thereoF.
review."
*.Mi)
HELD: Case remanded to C/A to determine whether the
statement was nmde in the furtherance of the conspiracy.
C/A merely found that statement was made in the couneof
EDISON V. EDWARDS,Judge, No. 70-260-Onstate's W
conspimcy.
Rehearing Opinion bg Judge white;Judges BerchelI.***
nmnn,ClintonandMillerconcurinresult;JudgeTeague
dtssents, joined byJudge Sturns; June 27,1990.
Carols SBLAZBR, No. 298-88-OnD'sPDR-0pMonby
DISTRICT JUDGE DOES NOT HAVE THE JURISDICIXON
Judge Miller; Judges Clinton and Berchelmann concur
TO DISQUALIFY A DA AND/OR HIS ASSESTAM'S PROM
in resulti Dissenting Oplnfon by Judge McCormick REPRESENTING THE STATE IN A CRIMINAL CASEr
joined byJudge White8 June lg,l99O.
FACIS: D's attorney withdrew as appointed counsel when
BATSON HEARING-PRaCEDURES AND EVIDENCEhe was appointed to a judgeship. Counsel subsequently
HEARING MUST BE PUBLIC; D MAY CROSS-EXAMINE resiened hisiudaahioand ioined the criminaldistrictattornev's
DA; DA'S NOTESABENOTPROTECTEDASWORKPROD- ofEc"e. ~heb~"inst&ted'theattorney to not discuss the D'S
UCT:
case with anyone in the offtce nor to albw anyone to discuss
FACTS: DD'sm h e w trial alleging that the State systematithe case in his presence. He was not to participate in D's
cally struck all black and Hispanic members of the panel in
prosecution in any way; the attorney complied. Nevertheless
violation of Batson a. kfwucky,476 U.S. 79, was denied by
t/j granted D's iddisqualify the DA and his entire staff from
tk. C/A abated the appeal and remanded for aBa&on Further prosecution. T/c appointed a special prosecutor.
hearing.
HELD T/c's act4ons were improper.
At the hearing D's attorney objected to hearing being
RA31OND: TCAalluded to Art. 201, CCP, which provides
conducted in t/j's library rather than courtroom. After
that each district attorney shall represent St in all criminal
testimony by the prosecutor, D was denied opportunity to
cases in the district courts of hi district and in appeab arising
cmss-examine DA about his neutral reasons for the perempFrom those cases, except in cases where he has been prior to
tories used by the St, T/j also denied D's request that St's jury
his election enrpioyed adversely. DAs may be removed in
information foms (with DA's notes) be admitted into evionly those ci~cumstancesdefined in the Local Go-~mment
dence.
Code, Sec. 87.013, as follows: (13 incompetency; (21 official
HED: TCA reversed C/A and remanded for properBatsocon
misconduct: or (3) intoxication. Even in these instances a
hearing.
district judge may not remove any official merely by his order
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-a trial by jury is required pursuant to the Local Government
Code Sec. 87.018. TCA concluded by holding that the
responsibility of recusal lies with the prosecutor, not with the
,trial court judge. DAs are not immune from the Code of
Professional Responsibility, but they must police themselves
at the trial court level because of their status as independent
members of the judicial branch of govemment. Further,
incentive to follow the Code comes from the State Bar
Disciplinary Procedures and the threat of reversal on appeal
for violation of due process.

*****

Raymond Edward COPPEY, No. 231-88-On D's PDROpinion by Judge Campbell; Dissenting Opinion by
Judge Teague; September 12,1990.
C/A Affirmed at 744 S.W.2d 235.
WITNESSFIFl[II AMENDMENT PRIVILEGE
IS lT
ERROR FOR D.A. TO OFFER WlTNESS BEFORE JURY
KNOWING SHE INTENDS TO INVOKE FIFTH AMENDMENT PRIVILEGE FOLLOWING GRANT OF USE
IMMUNITY?Majority of TCA says no.
FACTS D was prosecuted for injury to a cwd, resulting in
death. X was a co-defendant charged with the same offense
in a separate indictment; she was the child's mother and the
defendant's live-in girl friend. Outside of jury's presence, X
answered questions about her name, the fact that none of her
children lived with her, and that she was the victim's mother.
She refused to answer any further questions, invoking her
fifth amendment privilege against self-incrimination. At
D.A.'s request, t/c granted X "use immunity." Nevertheless,
she refused to answer any questions in the jury's presence
other than her name. At three times during the trial, in the
jury's presence, D.A. called X to the stand. Prosecutor's
questions included: askingX if she knew the person depicted
in a photograph, asking X is she knew how that person died,
and asking X who was with her son when the fatal pepper
was placed in his mouth.
ISSUE:Followings grant of immunity, can prosecutor force
witness to verbalize claim of fifth amendment privilege in
front of jury? D argued on appeal that jury would construe
X's refusal to testify in a manner detrimental to D. D also
argued that because of this potential for unfairly prejudicing
the jury, the validity of X's f#th amendment claim was
unimportant. In contrast, Stateargued thatX hadnovalid fifth
amendment privilege because of the immunity grant, and that
she could have been compelled to testify. Alternatively, State
argued the jury could not have drawn any improper inferences from X's invocation of fifth amendment right.
HELD: D's claim overruled. "To the extent that State could
have sought to conlpelX's testimony, in lieu of allowing her
to assert a non-existent privilege, D was not unfairly prejudiced." TCA based its decision on the fact that X had been
granted use immunity for her testimony, and thus did not
have a valid basis for refusing to testify. TCA majority found
a "fatal flaw" in D's unstated assumption that it is always
improper for a jury to draw a negative inference from a
witness's refusal to testify. In support, majority cited to a U.S.
S/Ct jury argument case for proposition that the right to be
free from comment about a failure to testify is not absolute.
In U.S. u. Robinso17, 485 US. 25 (19881, S/Ct found it was
proper for prosecutor to argue that D could have taken the
stand and explained anything he wanted to -this argument
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was in response to D's closingargument that government had
not allowed him to tell his side of the story.
In further support, TCA relied on a series of decisions from
the federal circuit Courts of Appeals allowing State to call a
witness so the jury could see an invocation of ffth amendment privilege when "the prosecutor's case would be seriously prejudiced by a failure to offer him as a witness."
(EDITOR'S NOTE: These federal decisions were issued from
1972to 1979. TCA cites decisions from the following circuits:
3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and D.C.)
CAlinON:. In a footnote, TCA states that although "constitutionally permissible" in the context of this case, there are
circumstances in which D.A. could have unfairly prejudiced
D. For illustration, TCA offers scenarios in which D.A. asks
a series of damaging questions in such a way that invites the
jury's assumption that a negative answer would be given.
The question arises -what does TCA mean by "unfairly
prejudicing"? Is this a reference to a due process right? If it
is, is there a potential for dueling constitutional provisions in
future cases - i.e., due process versus State's need to show
fifth amendment privilege invocation.
LEGALBACKGROW: "Use" immunity is the only type of
immunity constitutionally requiredunderfifth amendment by
U.S. S/Ct. It is generally thought to convey immunity from the
future use of compelled testimony in later criminal proceedings and the use of evidence derived from that testimony. It
is more limited inscope than "transactional"immunity, which
effectively operates as a complete bamer to prosecution. A
grant of use immunity does not preclude a subsequent
crminal prosecution - it merely restricts the evidence that
can be used at that prosecution.
DISSEN7ZNGOPIMOiV Judge Teague questions why, ifthe
prosecutor's action in proffering X to compel invocation of
f&h amendment right before the jury was not error, does
majority address the issue of whether D was unfairly prejudice.
Citing to McCormick and Wigmore, Judge Teague suggests
the proper procedure would have been for the State to put
on evidence in jury's presence explaining why X was not
called by State to testify. Judge Teague bases this approach
on the rule that once X made it clear outside jury's presence
that she was not going to testify for the State, she became
"unavailable." Thus, the prosecuting attorney or a proper
witness who had personal knowledge of the fact that X still
refused to testify for the State despite the grant of "use"
immunity could have so testified before the jury.

*****

Craig William REEVES, No. 249-88 -On Mmehearlng
o n D's PDR -Opinion by Judge Miller; Judge Clinton
Concurs in Result; Judges McCormick a n d Berchelm a n n Dissent; September 12,1990.
C/,\ AAifirnic.d a1 7.13 S.\V.Zd 562.
HVIDENCE - INSUFFICENT 1'0PROVE DEI.IVEKY OP
AGGMVATEV CONTRoLW.:D SIJHSI'ANCE AMOUNT:
FACE D had been under surveillance by undercover
narcotics officers for several months. Two officers made
contact with D and arranged to purchase some "speed." On
the day of D's arrest, two officers went to D's house to make
purchase. Officer X told D he was willing to trade various
items used in the process of manufacturing speed for hvo
ounces of amphetamine. X responded he had a quantity of
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"wet" speed ready for sale and that if it weighed less than two
grams when dried out, he would make up the difference the
next day. Officer X accepted D's offer, and the trade was
made. Within the hour, officers returned with a search
warrant, D was arrested, and the itemsused in the tiansaction
were seized. Chemist testified the entire contents of the bag
submitted by officers weighed 29.7600 grams. He also said
the material contained amphetamine but that the exact
percentage of amphetamine within the bag's material was not
determined. Chemist didnot offer testimonyabout thenature
of any other substances in the bag's material in addition to
amphetamine.
D was charged in an indictment alleging that he "intentionally and knowingly deliver[edl to [XIa controlled substance,
namely: amphetamine of more than 28 grams but less than
400 grams by actually transferring said controlled substance."
T/c's charge 'mirrored the indictment's language in the
application paragraph. However, abstract portion of court's
charge included definition of weight of controlled substance
as: "the weight of amphetamine is determined by its
aggregate weight, including any adulterants or dilutants, if
any."
HELD: Evidence insufficient to show D delivered amphetamine of more than 28 grams. Chemist merely testified entire
contents of bag weighed 29.7600 grams; he had no opinion
about how much of that weight was amphetamine. There
was no evidence in record identifying any other substances
in the hag. "Absent facts to show that the remainder of the
material consisted of substances intended to increase bulk or
quantity of the final product, amphetamine, it cannot be said
that the remainder was an adulterant or dilutant."
In McGlothlin, 749 S.\V.2d 856 (TCA 881, TCA held that
terms "adulterants" and "dilutants" refer specifically to compounds, substances or solutions added to the controlled
substance with the intent to increase the.bulk or quantity of
the final product. This holding implicitly rejects a reading that
the term "controlled substances" necessarily includes "adulterants and dilutants."
When State attempts to obtain conviction for an aggravated
offense under the theory of aggregate weight (including
adulterants or dilutants) of more than 28 grams, then the State
must first prove the existenceof any adulterants or dilutants.
In a footnote,TCA notes that the manufacture or delivery of
amphetamine poses additional considerations because ofthe
wav, am~hetamineis listed in the Controlled Substances Act.
In general, the State can allege either of two theories: (1)
delivery of "pure" amphetamme or (2) delivery of a material,
compound, mixture, or preparation that contains some
quantity of a listed controlled substance. In the case of a
"pure" controlled substance, to make an aggravated amount
case, State must prove either that the amount of the pure
substance weighs more than 28 grams or that the amount of
the pule substance plus any adulterants or dilutants shown to
exlst weigh more than 28 grams. Here there was sufficient
evidence to show D delivered a "material, compound,
mixture or preparation" that contamed some amount of
amphetamine - and that delivered material weighed more
than 28 grams. Unfortunately for the State, the jury chargedid
not allow for conviction under that theory, and D had not
been indicted under such an allegation.

.
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Kunlay SODIPO, No. 1390-88-On D's PDR- Opinion
by Judge Campbell; September 12,1990.
C/A Affirmed at 760 S.W.2d 48.
INDICTMENT-AMENDMENT-TEN-DAY
'IIUALPREPARATION- NOT HARMLESS TO REFUSE: D was indicted
for the felony offense of credit card abuse; a prior felony
conviction was alleged for enhancement. Prior to trial, D.A.
moved to amend the indictment under Article 28.10(a),
VACCP. The difference between first indictment and reindictment was cause number in enhancement paragraph.
The objected-to indictment's amendment requested an additional ten days to prepare for trial under the stapte. D's
lawyer was called by State and questioned about the differences between the two indictments. D's lawyer testified that
as far as he knew, "it was the same enhancement." D.A. then
argued that the requested indictment was neither a change in
form nor substance. Tic permitted amendment and began
trial that same day.
C/A affirmed, reasoning that no error resulted because the
only function of the enhancement paragraph was to provide
notice to D about the prior conviction relied on by State. C/
A further held that even if it had been error to refuse the
statutory ten days' time, error was harmless under TRAP
81(b)(2). TCA rejected both views.
HELD: Article 28.10 is a mandatorystatute. Generally, the
terns "must" and "shall" are mandatory when used in a
statute. Despite that the fact that "shall" can sometimes be
construed to be permissive or directory,TCAfinds that "shall"
should be given the meaning that best expresses legislative
intent. Here nothing in the rule or its legislative history
supports State's theory that some amendments to indictments
are trivial while others are not. Rather, legislature opted to
draft a bright line rule. TCA declines State's invitation to
"effectivelyamend" the ten-day preparation time given by
statute. The ten-day preparation rule is essentially prophylactic in nature; it does not allow t/c discretion if the ru1e.i~
'properly invoked. It was inlmaterial to TCA's determination
that any advantage gained by the additional ten days' time is
"open to speculation."
More importantly, this case discusses the relationship
between a mandatory statute and the harmless test of TRAP
8 1 b 2 Provisions such as Article 28.10's ten-day requirement "cannot be subjected to a harm analysis in any meaningful manner." Generally, the appellate record will not
reveal any concrete data from which a reviewing court "can
meaningfully gauge or quantlfy the effects of the error."
CAUIION- OPENQLIESlTOh? TCAdid not decide whether
all "nlandatory" statutes are immune from harmless error
analysis. An advocate faced with such a challenge can find
support from US. S/Ct decisions focusing on automatic
reversal rules - including: grand jury discrimination, sixth
amendment assistance of counsel, sixth amendment right to
fair and impartial jury, fifth amendment coerced confession.
As TCA reads such decisions, their distinctive characteristic is
that it is difficult to know how error might have affected the
outcome, orthe likelihood that error could have influenced
the outcome is so strong it is not worth an expenditure of
judicial time to evaluate the effect in any particular case.
On the same day Sodipo was decided, TCA concluded the
mle was equally applicable to the amendment of a criminal
i~fornzation. Clayton Anthony RENT, No. 1090-87; Per
Curiam Opinion; September 12,1990.
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Aron HERNANDEZ, No. 678-89 -On State's PDR-Per
Curiam Opinion; Judge White Concurs in Result; Judge
McCormick Dissents; Judge Davis Not Participating;
September 12,1990.
U A Reversed at 767 S.W.2d 902.
PROCEDURAL NOTE: Two decisions were rendered at C/
the frst on original submission; the second
A level
following filing of St's PDR. This is one of the few reported
examples of C/A exercising authority to render a "new"
opinion after PDR has been filed.
EVIDENCE -REPmATIONTRCE RULE 405: This is a
significant case of first impression. The issue is whether the
new Rnle 405 of Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence carries
fonvard pre-rule caselaw predicates limiting the source of
reputation testimony. Wagner, 687 S.W.2d 303 (TCA 1985).
TCA majority finds that it does.
FACTS. D was convicted of murder; punishment was
assessed at 50 years. Two witnesses testified that they knew
D and that his reputation in the community "for being a
peaceful and law-abiding citizen" was bad. \Vitness A was a
deputy constable;Witness B was a justice of the peace. Aand
B admitted on voir dire that their conclusions about D's
reputation were based on conversations with others in the
community and that these conversations consisted of either
invrstigation o r rrccipt of phone ails almut 1)'s prwr acts spccifirdly, compl:~inlsillxx~lT) lor pul>lic intoxicatkm ;~nd
disorderly conduct. Neither A nor B discussed D's reputation
with the conmunity members with whom they had these
conversations.
PRE-RULEBACKGROUND: In Wagner, TCA discussed why
reputation testimony was trustworthy. The thrust of that
decision was that the tmstworthiness aspect came from the
fact that a person is seen in his day-to-day activities by other
members of his community who discuss these observations.
It is over a period of time that a "synthesis of these
observations and discussions" results in a conclusion about
reputation. Whenever reputation is based merely on specific
acts, this synthesis process is lost, and the reliability factor of
reputation testimony is destroyed.
RULE405: The Rule provides that in cases where evidence
of character or trait of character is admissible, proof can be
made by testimony about reputation or testimony in the form
of an opinion. The Rule contains the following proviso:
"Provided, however, that in order to be competent to testlFy
concerning the character or trait of character of the accused,
a witness must, prior to the date of the offense, have been
substantially familiar with the reputation of the accused."
HOLDING Inclusion of the sentence requiring "substantial
familiarity" with D's ~.eputatioirin Rule 405 carries forward
IVagnerk prerequisite for admission of reputation testimony.
RAnONALE: TCA agreed with State that Rule 405 permits
opinion testimonyabout character. However, when Rule 405
is read in its entirety, it plainly requires that before a witness
can give his opinion about D's character based on the
witness's knowledge of D's reputation, the witness must have
been substantially familiar with that reputation. This familiarity must have existed before the date of the offense.
IN7ERPL.Y OFRULE 405AND RULE 404 (c): State argued
that case should be controlled by Rnle 404(c), which allows
for introduction of character evidence at the punishment
phase of trial. That Rule provides: "Other evidence of his
character may be offered by an accused or by the prosecution." TCA ruled that admissibility of this evidence is
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governed by Rule 405.

*****

Robert MADDEN, No. 69,625 -Capital Murder Conviction Affirmed Opinion by Judge Miller; Judges Cfiton and Berchelmann Concur in Result: Judge Teague
Dissents: Judge Davis Not Participating; September 12,
1990.
EVIDENCE-SWCIENCY-RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN
MOTIONFORINSTRUCTEDWRDICTANDSUFFICIENCY
CHAJLENGE: TCA found circumstantial evidence suffkient
to support D's conviction for capital murder (murder in the
course of robbery). In a detailed recitation of the facts, TCA
tied D to scene of murder at or near time of offense and later
to possession of the two victims' property. What is significant
about this decision is discussion of the relationship of a
challenge to the sufficiency of evidence to support conviction
and trial level motion for instructed verdict. TCA points out
that an appellate challenge that t/j erred in ruling on a motion
for instructed verdict is, in reality, a sufficiency challenge.
Earlier this summer, TCA had held that D waives his right to
complain that t/c erred by overruling a motion for instructed
vedict when he presents defensive evidence after State rests
its case in chief (Hafdabl, No. 69,646; delivered 6/13/90,
pending on rehearing on other grounds). TCA takes this
opportunity to expressly disawzu the language in Hafdabl.
In a footnoie, TCA also observes that even though the
State's evidence may be sufficient at the time D presents a
motion for instructed verdict, and that nlotion is ruled on, "it
does not follow that the evidence will be sufficient to sustain
the conviction." For example, by calling defense witnesses,
D might elicit new facts or exculpatory evidence. It follows
than that in reviewing a challenge to the sufficiency of
evidence, a reviewing court must consider all the evidence both State and defense - in a light most favorable to the
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CAPITAL MURDER - PUNISHMEN'I' - SIIFPICIF.NT
''PII1'URE DANGEROUSNFSS"EVIDENCE: 'I'C4 conrluded
here that evidence of the crime alone was sufficient to sustain
the jury'saffirmativeanswer to SpecialIssue 2 onthe question
of future dangerousness. TCA majority pointed to fact that D
not only murdered C/\Vin the course of robbing him, but also
b~utallymurdered CAV's son (X). X had been "hog-tied,"his
throat was severed execution style, and his arms had numerous defensive wounds. Both CAV and X's bodies were
hidden in a creek, carefully covered by brush. TCA acknowledges there was no evidence that the murders of CAYI and X
were long in contemplation/planning or originally intended
by D. Nevertheless, facts evidenced a crime committed by
someone with "total lack of regard for human life." The
extremely violent nature of the offense was sufficient to
support ju~y'sanswer. TCA reached this conclusion without
considering other punishment evidence presented by St.
That other punishment evidence consisted of a prior
criminal record (drug conviction; burglary conviction) and
unadjudicated offenses (attack on law enforcement officer).
In addition, evidence showed D conunitted his offense
during a several week crime spree which began with his theft
of his employer's car. D's course of criminal conduct
continued after the murders when he sold weapons stolen
from CAV and a neighbor, used CNV's credit card to purchase
gas, andsolicited "dope" from yet a third party. This evidence
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revealed D's history of disregard for the law -.including
substance abuse since adolescence. However, D also intro
duced what the court deemed "substantial mitigating evidence." That evidence included facts that: D was only 21 at
the time of the murders, he had a substance abuse problem
since age 11, he hadsuffered fmmsocial interactionproblems
from childhood which wete treatable, and he had been
abused as an infant. There was also evidence D had a
learning disability. Despite these facts, D presented evidence
showing his successful palticipation in a church youth gtwnp
and the Boy Scouts. In a footnote, TCA quoted Pemy, 109 S.
Ct. 2934 (19891, for its recognition that some "mitigating" evidence might lessen D's blameworthiness while actually
making an affirmative answer more likely on the future
dangerousness issue. TCA concluded, after reviewing the
evidence from both stages of trial, that a rational trier offact
could have made an affumative fmding on Special Issue 2
beyond a reasonable doubt.
COMl4ENT:. TCA took two appmaches to the sufficiencyof
punishment evidence - holding it sufficient based on the
facts of the offense alone, and also discussing other State's
evidence and D's mitigating evidence. The question becomes, was TCA majority attempting to insulate its decision
from further attack in light of P ~ ~? JByI finding snmcient
evidence on the facts of the offense alone, has TCA nullified
any Future possible P e n ~ b a s e dchallenge? Perhaps the
more impOlTant question is whether this is the beginning of
a trend at the state court level can we expect such "split"
decisions on capital punishment issues as a matter of course;
and, if so, what will this mean For cert petrtions and future
collateral attacks?
EVIDENCE -HEARSAY -C/W'S PROPERTY LIST: Thrs
case was tried prior to the adoption of the Texas Rules of
Criminal Evidence. At trial, t/c admitted healsay evidence
over D's timely objection. TCA agreed with D's characte~ization of a handwritten list of CAV's weapons and cmresponding se~ial
numbets as hearsay. Contrary to thestate's position
on appeal, this exhlbit was offered for the buth of the matter
contained in it -that the listed weapons and serial nunibe~s
were guns owned by CAV This list was found by CATSexwife after his murder in a box among his "personal papers."
C W s ex-wife was able to identify the handwriting as C W s .
Under authority of Article 38.02, VACCP, Rules of Civil
Evidence were applicable in criminal cases at the time of D's
trial unless they cgnflicted with Code ~f Crunmal P~ocedure
or Penal Code. Texas Ruleof CiuilEvidence803 C15) pertains
to statements and documents "affecting an interest in pmperty." TCA found that exception applicable here. The
majority reached this conclusion even though C W s handwritten list was not a legally executed document such as a
mortgage. TCA concluded it was ieasonable to assume that
CAV made the list for his own protection- i.e., for insurance
purposes. Thus, recitals in the list were "germane to the
purposes of the document." Also "compellingn in TCA's
concluston were surrounding hearsay exceptions to Rule803
(15) which deal with other evidence of a personal nature such
as marriage, baptismal and other certificates; family ~ecords;
and records of documents affecting an interest in property.
Even though this case predated adoption of theTexas Rules
of CrinzinalEvidence, it is significant because TRCE 803 (15)
follows the civil rule verbatim.
JURY ARGUMENT - COMMENT ON FAILURE TO W -

-

HE DEFENSE
TWY-HARMLES ERROR: There is no automatic reversible error rule for violation of Article 38.08, VACCP, or D's selfincrimination rights. Here prosecutor summarized the evidence presented at trial and, anticipatingD'sfma1summation,
argued:
"...Then, also, thedefensedl argue that why in the world
would someone who killed, murdered t ~ people
o
and stole
this credit card sign their own name to the Texaco card? I
don't know thar; you don't know why. There is only one
person here who knows why -and there is only one person
here that knows the answer to all of these questions . . ."
D's objection was overruled, and the prosecutor continued
nrith a similar argument -"I don't knowwhy he did it (signed
the credit card receipts). Maybe he wanted to be caught.
Who k n m s what goes on in the mind of someone who has
brutally murdered two people?,
The trial prosecutor guessed co~.rectlyin anticipating defense counsel's final argument. However, TCAnotes that that
fact "does not insulate" D.A.'s remarks from constituting a
comment on D's failure to testify. When prosecutor argued
that "there is only one person who knows," he called for
testimonywhich only D himself could provide. Nevertheless,
despite fact thatTCA "cannot condone" D.A.3 argument here,
TCA concluded that the improper comment did not contribute to jury's guilty verdict. This conclusion was based on
mutt's review of evidence at trial and D's final argument,
which emphasized his use of the credit card and asked the
jury to consider why a guilty person would leave a trail back
in D's
to himself. Defense counsel add~essedinconsistencies
claimed behavior which could only be explained by D. This
indirectly focused the jury on D's failure to testify.
I****

Ex parte David WayneMcKAY, No. 70,850- Writ Relief
Granted - Opinion b y Judge Miller; Judge Berchelmann Dissents; Judge Davis Not Participating; Concurring Opinion by Judge Clinton, Joined by Judges
McCormtfk, Campbell and White; September 12,1990.
PROCEDURAI. HISTORY. D was convicted of capital
murder. His conviction was affirmed on direct appeal, 707
S.W.2d 23 (TCA 1985). US. S/Ct denied cert, 479 U.S. 870
(1780.St writ relief was denied on 2/27/87, and again on 3/
3/87. D's federal writ was dismissed by agreement on 11/3/
88 to allow him to file an amended application for writ of
habeas corpus in TCA. TCA granted writ application on the
issue of whether t/c erred in restricting scope of voir dire
examination.
COA4MEhT- WHO5 ON FIRST The nomenclature of
appellate decisions is often dlffcnlt. Here we have nine
judges on the Court of Criminal Appeals. One judge does not
participate in the court's decision -that leaves eight judges.
One judge dissents -that leaves seven judges. The difficult
question now becomes, which is the "majority" opinion? The
opinion of the court by Judge Miller is a plurality opinion; it
is immediately followed by a four-judge concurring opinion
authored by Judge Clinton. The plurality and concurring
opinions diverge on the issue of whether the claim is
cognizable on collateral attack under the fedelal or state
constitution. However, all seven judges agree D is entitled to
d.i-.
d.
.r-.

CWI'I'AL MURDER -JURY SELECTION -RWRRSIR1.P.
RRROR WHEN TRIAI. JUDGE KE.Yl'KICI'S QlJESTIONS
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for cause because the juror harbored a bias against the law.
ABOUT RELATIONSHIP OF "INTENTIONALnAT GUILT
Mattine4 763 S.W.2d 413 (TCA 1988). Thus, both the
AND "DELIBERATE"AT PUNISHMENT: D was tried for
plurality and concurring opinions agree that action by t/c was
capital murder in 1982. Thus, his trial predated several
significant decisions by TCA concerning impermissible limierror -with the plurality relying on Article I, Section 10 of
tations on the scope of capital voir dire. FACTS: T/j instructed
the Texas constitution, and the four-judge concurring opinion relying on the federal sixth amendment guarantee of
trial lawyers "not to inquire of the prospective jurors'
interpretation, definition or understanding of terms such as
effective assistance of counsel.
deliberately, probability, reasonable doubt, criminal acts of
HABEAS CORPUS -DEATH PENALTY -COGNIZABLE
violence." Rationale of t/c was that the terns were not
CLAIMS: The more interesting issue in this case is whether
statutorily defined, and so the jury was supposed to know the
the actions of t/j can be attacked collaterally by writ of habeas
corpus. As a matter of state constitutionallaw, plurality finds
common meaning of the terms. Partially through the jury
selection (after D had exercised five peremptory challenges;
that a habeas attack is limited to those constitutional errors
the State six, and four jurors had been selected), the trial judge
that are "so exceptional or fundamental they are not suscc.prepeated his admonition at the D.A.'s request:
tible to a h a m analysis, or that so fatally infected the entire
"On the record, counsel for the State has inquired of the
[punishnlentl proceeding as to render the resultant sentence
Court to be a bit more specific here in its ruling to whether
invalid and judgment void." Plurality recognizes there is no
or not defense counsel is prohibited from asking the question,
bright line rule showing when errors of state law constitu'If you have found someone guilty of intentionally killing
tional magnitude can be raised by writ. Plurality distinguished
another human being without justification, could you ever
Gard,?er, focusing on the fact the D was prevented from
answer no to the question which asks was it done deliberasking a proper question for approximately half of the entire
ately?
voir dire. Plurality also relies on decisions of S/Ct recognizing
"While this is not specifically asking the definition of the
the heightened need for assurance of due process requirecommon tern1 deliberately, I feel this is indirectly doing what
ments in a capital case and the recognition that, for eighth
the Court is asking you not to do directly, and I will ask you
amendment purposes, the death penalty is qualitatively
not to ask that question."
different from any other type of sanction in kbrclrather than
D asked for and received a running objection to the cou~t's degree. Thus, plurality would grant writ relief because of the
nature of these claims and the heightened need for due
ruling. Approximately half the venire was questioned after
this point. He did not contest the d i n g on dil-ect appeal.
process standards in capital cases.
PRACTICE GUIDE- THE RUNNING OBJECTION Neither
CONCURRING OPINION The four-judge concurring opinthe plurality opinion nor the four-judge concurring opinion
ion would "not hesitate" to reverse D's conviction on direct
dispi~testhat error was preserved. In a footnote, plurality
appeal. However, it categorizes the plurality decision as
cites to the still unpublished opinion in Sattiewhite (TCA No.
another example of the "ad hoc" approach to the issue of
70,850; delivered 10/25/89). There the court held, "As long
what will be cognizable on collateral attack in Texas. The
as the mnning objection constituted timely objection, stating
concurrencestresses that no prior decisions of TCA have held
the specific grounds for the ruling, the movement desired the
that any defect of constitutional dimension not subject to
harm analysis will necessarily, therefore, be the proper
Cou~tto make (if the specified grounds were not apparent
subject of collateral attack. The concurrence would avoid the
from the context of the running objection) then the error
issue of whether D was entitled to relief under the Texas
should be deemed preserved by an appellate court."
This post-conviction writ application raises two related
constitution and rely instead on the federal sixth amendment
issues: (1) whether t/jk d i n g was reversible error and (2) if
right to effective assistance of counsel. In addition, because
so, whether that error may be raised for the first time by writ
the concurrence does not feel the error was "exceptional" in
in a death penalty case (the second issue will be addressed
nature, it would require D to explain why he could not have
raised the claim on direct appeal. However, as a matter of
in the heading which follows).
federal constitutional law, the four-judge concurring opinion
Concerningthe propriety of t/j's limitation on voir dire, TCA
noted the tension benveen constitutionally guaranteed right
would similarly grant writ relief.
*****
to counsel considerations (attorney's right to question prospective jurors in 01-derto intelligently and effectively exercise peremptory challenges or challenges for cause) and the
Larry Willams WHlTSEY, No. 1121-87 - O n State's M/
power of t/c to control thevoir dire process. Historically, TCA
Rehearing - Opinion by Judge Miller; Concurring
Opinion byJudgeTeague; Dissenting Opinion byJudge
has reconciled these competing interests by adopting a
standard of review which considers only whether the Uj's
McCormick; Dissenting OpinionbyJudgeBercheImann,
Joined by Judge White; Judge C h t o n "Dibitante" With
restraint was an abuse of discretion. Smith, 703 S.W.2d 641
(TCA 1985).
Note That "May Write When Appropriate"; September
In 1987,TCA held that any interest t/c might have in limiting
19, 1990.
PROCEDURAL HISTORY. This case was tried before the
voir dire was "clearly outweighed" by D's right to interrogate
prospective jurors about whether she would automatically
Supreme Court's decision in Batson u. Kentucky, 476 US. 79
answer Special Issue 1 affirmatively after having found that
(1986). On original subn~ission,
TCA reversed decision of c/
a, affiming D's conviction (5/10/89). State filed motion for
the defendant intentionallycommitted capital murder. Cardrehearing.
net; 730 S.W.2d 675 (TCA 1987). Similarly,the following year,
VOIR DIRE -BATSON -STANDARD OF REVIEW: The
TCA held that a juror who, after returning a guilty verdict in
a capital murder case, would autonxatically answer "yes" to
issue facing TCA on rehea~mgwas the proper standard of
Special Issue 1 (the deliberateness issue) was challengeable
review in Batson cases. As in Ex parte McKay from the
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preceding week, once again there is no clear-cut majority
opinion.
On original submission,TCAused and applied the standard
review fmm the unanimous court in Keeton, 749 S,W.ad 861
('ICA 1988). In Keeton, TCA stated it rejected a "clearly
emeousVstandardsuch as Rule 52 (a), Federal Rules of Clvil
Procedure. However, on rehearing in this case, the plurality
opinion revisits Keeton and notes that although Keeton
rejected the nomenclatuta of "clearly erroneous," it used the
same analytical process of a "clearly erroneous" standard of
review -an analysis focusing on what is "supported by the
recod."
LEGAL BACKGROUND: "Clearly erroneous" is a dScult
standard to define It is the test of appellate review often
found in the federal court systems. S/Ct has explained that
concept as one in which the reviewing court, after considering the entire record, is "left with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed." S/Ct further
recognized that a reviewing c o w "oversteps" when it tries to
duplicate the role of the lower court -the reviewing court's
function is not to decide factual issues de now. Thus,
according to S/Ct, whenever the district court's account of the
evidence is "plausible," a reviewing court may not reverse,
even though convinced it would have weighed the evidence
diiferently.
However, S/Ct warned that t/j may not "insulate" fact
fmdings from review merely by calling them "credibility
determinations." This caution was based on the fact that
things other than demeanor and witness's inflection go into
the decision of whether or not the witness is believable. By
way of illustration, S/Ct has noted that documents or other
objective evidence can contradict a witness's story -or the
story itself may be so "internaliy inconsistent" or "implausible" that itwould not be uedited by a reasonable factfinder.
Practitioners not familiar with this federal standard should
review decisionscited hy TCA in plurality opinion. Andemon
u. Besstwlej.Ci@,470 US. 564 (1985). That decision was cited
in footnote 21 of Batsan. Another helpful case is Atnadeo 0.
Zant, 486 US. 214 (15,883, which discusses application of the
clearly erroneous standard to the district court's fact fmdings
in a collateral attack, habeas action.
According to Judge Miller's plurality opinion, several reasons favor adoption of a clearly erroneous tesk (1)similarity
in analysis between clearly erroneous standard and TCA's
own analysis under the "supported by the =cord" test; (2) the
clearly erroneous standard has an extensive &tory of useand so will give both bench and bar a mu-established
analysis. Plurality reasons that adoption of the test is likely
to promote more consistent analysis by reviewing courts
because there is clear precedent. Apparently, in s u ~ p o rof
t
this position, the plurality opinion lists and discums several
Batsan decisions reached by the Fifth Circuit.
APPUCATION OF CLEARLY ERRONEOUS STANDARa TO
F A m : Seven blacks were seated in the first 40 veniremen
of the panel. One black was struck for cause; the remaining
six were perenlptorily challenged by D.A. State used six of
ten peremptory challenges to remove all remaining blacks
from panel. D, a black male,' was tried by an aU-white jury.
D.A!s "neutral explanations" predominantly focused on age,
religious preference, and occupation. In rebuttal, D piesented extrinsic evidence that included: (1) D.A. had
indicated race of each black venireman by markinga "B"next

<

to the potential juror's name; (2) D's attorney focused on a
comparative analysis -for example, showing tbat after D.A.
explained he struck two hlack potential jurors because they
were close in age to D, there were six white veniremen with
the same characteriStic who were not challenged, etc.
T/c made no fact finding concerning D.A.'s "B" m a r k D.A
explained the marking was not for purposes of striking the
hlack jurors, hut was intended to use them as "landmarks" in
the sea of veniremen's faces. Plurality noted it was "theoretically possible" that this was the D.A!s only goal, but that
because the systjm was so "disjointed, unwieldy and inefficient," the explanation was "hardly plausible."
Possibly the more dlfficuk question concerns the potential
jurors to whom D.A. gave a combination of reasons for using
a strike. Plurality acknowledges that the "cumulative force"
of several reasons - each individually racially disparate can sometimes overcome a prima facie case of discrimination,
even though a single factor would not. Plurality repeats the
implicit holdingin Batson and TCA's prior decision in Henry,
729 S.W.2d 732 (TWI 19871,that the use of one purely racially
motivated strike is prohibited - reviewing c a m must apply
the clearlyerroneous standard to ea~hminodtypanel member
struck.
H E n : D showed "clear error" in t/j's fact findings. D
established a Batson claim as a matter of law. Factors
supporting this decision included: (1) total lack of questioning by prosecutor to see if alleged group biases actually
pertained to particular minority jurors; (2) the implausibility
of the "objective" evidence of the D.A.3 use of race notations
on juror information sheet; (3) fact that all blacks were struck
by prosecutor (it took more than half of the D.A.'s strikes to
accomplish this); and (41 the "disparate" treatment by D.A. of
memhers of D's racial group. Plurality opinion distinguished
the facts here fmm three federal Batsen decisions of the Fffth
Circuit.
CONCURRING OPINION gudge Teague): This one-judge
concuwing opinion points out that there has really been little,
if any, change since Batson, and the prosecutor "has simply
changed his garb." JudgeTeague queries if the solutionmight
not perhaps be to "seal off"the jury panel so that none of the
trial level participants (defense attorney, t/c, D.A.1 can see the
race of the panel members.
In an interesting aside, Judge Teague notes that a D.A.
confronted with a venire member of the same race as D is
immediately "put onnotice" he may have to later explain why
he struck that potential juror. for this reason, Judge Teague
estimates that when Batson becomes an issue in the case, the
classic 30-minute voir dire examination "will become a
peehistoric relic."
-iudge
- Teame illustrates the tensions facin~
- appellate
..
courts in gra~PlinRwiththis standard of appellate review for
a i).A.'s .'&& ncutral" cxpl:m;ition: (1)a d&ision which tlors
not insulate t/c's (lwision behind the facadc of "ucclil>ililv"
w h i i (2) not insulting the integrity of every trial iudge in the
state who decides to uphold the race neutral explanation.
Reprising the language of Batsan, Judge Teague reminds
that it is insufficient for a D.A. merely to claim an absence of
racial bias. This "I'm not prejudiced" explanation is likely to
be made when the D.A. offers explanations such as "inattentive," "poor body language," etc. However, when D does not
introduce material impeachment evidence, a reviewing court
must rule in favor of t/c.
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Finding that adopting a "clearly erroneous" standard leaves
t/cs without any meaningful standard, Judge Teague would
use a preponderance of the evidence review. He agrees with
the result of Judge Miller's opinion because the D.A.'s
"reasons" were inadequate to rebut an inference of racial
discrimination -they were a "contrived sham or pretext" to
avoid admitting racial discrimination.
An interesting point made in this concurring opinion is that
TCA has "rather consistently" declined invitations to begin
passing on the credibility of witnesses. However, Judge
Teague seems to be cautioning that there is a potential for
expanding this holding past Batson because "it depends for
support upon federal rules and caselaw of general scope and
application."
DISSEMNG OPINION uudge McCormick): Castigating
the plurality decision as "one of the most weakly reasoned
and internally contradictory opinions ever to come out of this
Court," the two judges in this dissent view Judge Miller's
opinion as "same old Keeton model with a new name." They
predict that, as a result of this opinion, trial courts in Texas
have ceased to exist, warning that a "clearly erroneous"
standard is nothing more than a reconsideration of the
evidence and a substitution of judgment by the appellate
coui'c. Judge McCormick accepts "wholeheartedly" the requirement that findingsof t/j must be supported by the record
- the point of divergence is the idea that a "clearly
erroneous" test means the reviewing court "reweighs the
evidence based on a cold record and then substitutes its
judgnlent."
Judge McCormick also rejects any implication that a "proper
ratio" of minorities to white venire members is necessary.
In comparing the role of t/c in a bat sot^ hearing with t/j's
role in a capital case, Judge McCornlick notes that "nothing
precludes trial court involvement in ferreting intentional
discrimination."
Judge McCoimick would overnile Keeton and hold there is
no basis for upsetting findings by t/c in this case.
DISSENITNG OPINION (Judge Berchelmann): This opinion reiterates that TCA should "defer" to t/c3s findings.

*.***

Vernon D. TOLIEIT, No. 418-89 - O n D's PDR Opinion by Judge White; Judge McCormick Concurs in
Result; Judge Teague Dissents; Dissenting Opinion by
Judge Clinton; September 19,1990.
PROCEDllRALHISTORYI. This case has a lengthy appellate
history, and this decision is a result of D's second trip up the
I'DR trail. On direct appeal, c/a originally affirmed D's
conviction. 727 S.W.2d 714. TCA reversed that decision
because the parole law charge had been given. 761 S.W.2d
376. On remand, c/a once again affirmed; TCA then granted
D's second PDR.
JURYCHARGE-ROSE ERROR -WHAT IS HARM AS
"CONTRIBUTION TO PUNISHMENT": The issue before
TCA here was the relationship of TRAP Rule 81 (b) ((2 to Rose
error. Rose, 752 S.w.2d 529 CTCA 1988). TCA was forced to
decide what it means for an ewer to make a "contribution
. . . to the punishment."
FACTSr This was not a typical case at the trial court level.
Here two jurors testified at MNT, describing jury deliberations. These two jurors also revealed some of the mental
processes followed by the juiy to arrive at the punishment
NOVEMBER 1990

verdict. D.A. did not object to this procedure. D pled guilty
before the jury. The jury assessed punishment at 99 years.
Both parties agreed that the facts of the case were "unusually
heinous." They involved D's repeated sexual assaults against
his eight-year-old daughter and ten-year-old son over a
period of ten months. The two jurors who testified at MNT
both admitted that the jury's concernwas that D remain in jail
as long as possible. One of the jurors (XI testified that,
"I -I guess what it boiled down to was we were taking into
consideration a third of the sentence, andgiving hint 99yea1s
over life was the deciding factor. If he were to get out, we
wanted to keep himoff the streetsfor as long as possible. And
that's where the difference between -because we knew life
was 20 years, and we figured a third of the sentence for 99
years was 33, and that's how we arrived at the sentence for
33 years."
Juror B, the foreman, testified that the jury's attitude at the
time they began discussing parole was that they were trying
to establish the maxinlum - the stiffest possible sentence.
No mention of parole law was made during jury selection or
final argument.
ISSUE Was the jury's decision to assess a 99-year sentence
(instead of life) harmless because of the jury's erroneous
interpretation of the parole charge? TCA majority says yes. In
the still as yet unreported decision in Hart.is(TCANo. 69,366;
6/28/89), TCAmajority recognizedthatRule81 (b) (2)was the
"rhetorical and semantic equivalent" of test for constitutional
error announced by S/Ct. Now TCA points out that inlplicit
in the test is that there must be "some quantum" of "adversity"
to D in order for him to successfully complain. In other
words, he has to be "hurt."
D could not show that harm here. A 99-year sentence is
"less" than a life sentence. The distinction comes from the
consequences on parole -a "lifer" will always be on parole,
whereas it is possible to discharge a 99-year sentence at some
point. For this reasonD got the benefit of the jury's erroneous
interpretation of the parole law charge. TCA majority
analogizes this to a situation in which the jury considers
operation of the parole law but still assesses a minimum
punishment. Here jury did not begin to discuss parole law
until they had narrowed the possible range in this case to
either life or 99 years.
DISSENZ'NG OPINION (Judge Clinton): The focus of the
dissent is that the fact jurors believed 99 years would
encompass a sentence more severe than life is "beside the
point." Significant forJudge Clintonwas that a juror admitted
they were taking into consideration "a third of the sentence"
-the only source of this "one-third" rule was the parole law
instruction.
PRACITCE GUIDE: Having jurors testify about their deliberations "may have been objectionable," TCA notes. At the
time of trial, the Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence had not
taken effect. Under the Civil Rules of Evidence (which would
be applied under Article 38.02, VACCP), all or part of X and
B's testimony may have been inadmissible. Making a
contraly argument, the testimony may have been adn~issible
under old Article 40.03, VACCP. However, because D.A. did
not object at trial, TCA did not reach these issues. For cases
tried after 9/1/86, TRCE Rule 606(b) controls. (However,
presu~nablyeven under Rule 606(b), D.A. would have to
object.) W
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GRANTED PETITIONS
FOR DISCRETIONARY REVIEW

Since July 17, 1%5, the adnlinistratiuestaffatto~nejaofthe C o ~ ooft Crimim l Appeals have compiled, in the rzorma1 c o u m of busimss, a list of cases
andlegal issues on which the Cowt has
gmntedpetitions for review Although
o~i1mllyp1.eparedfori11ter17aI
rrseonly,
the Court has autho~fzedi.elease of the
list fo~prrblicationand for use by the
bench and bar of Texas. lfie issues
listed are sumnzaries as mrded by the
staff; and do not ~~ecessarily
reflect either the reasoning or t / ~phraseologl;
e
used by the palties or by the Cowt.
Thefollowing are the casesand rssues
011 zuhich the Courtof Crinzi~zalAppeals
granted reuieu, hut ruhicl~the Cotm has
not yet delivered a written opinion:
PDR 0483-90 09/12/90, iVic/~ita(A's

PDIO, Robe~tD.Gum?,Mrrrdec Was a
bail bondsman entitled to a charge on
mistake o f law after he testified that he
relied upon Taylor u. laintor in using
force to bring in his victim?

to admit commission o f the offense
when he admitted participation in the
scheme and admitted payment for his
participation?

1

PDR 0598-90 09/12/90, Hanis Co. (A's

PDR), CarlJenkh~s,Del. of COILSubst.:
Whether cocaine must be mentioned
by name to be an "express"representation?

PDR 0525-90 09/12/90, Eruth Co. (A's

PDR), Doyle E. Powell, Btr~glalyof a
Bldg.: Was evidence sufficient to show
finality where exhibit showing a prior
conviction containeda document showing notice o f appeal was given. (In two
grounds for review).

PDRO605-90 09/12/90, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), Kanzrarn Rezapour, Illegal 111ueshnent (Coccri~re):In a prosecution
for illegal investment, is it enough to
show anintent to transferfunds, or isan
actual transfer necessary? See Tex.
Health and Safety Code, Sec. 481.126
(Also see Richardson et. al. #669-90)).

PDR 0529-90 OY12/90, Dallas Co. (A's

PDR), Janres H. Seabolt III, Poss. of
Methampheta~nineless t / ~ a 28grams:
n
May a n appellant appeal written pretrial motions after an order o f deferred
adjudicationis entered, even though he
fails to move to adjudicate? See Art.
44.0Kj) V.A.C.C.P.

PDR 0607-90 09/12/90, Dallas Co. (A's
PDR), Billy L. Gloue~;Jr., Agg. Sex.
Assault: Was the " D N A fingerprinting"

evidence admissible?

PDR 0620-90 09/1U90, Deizto~~
Co.
PDR 0560-90 09/1U90, T a ~ ~ a Co.
nt
PDR 0488-90 09/12/90, Hawis Co. (S's
e
Bury PDR), James D w a y ~ ~Allen,
PDR), Garland I!? Fielde?;I ~ ~ u o l r o ~ t a ~(Ss

Mansla~rghte,:. Whether a "coua residential treatment center" is the same as
a "comnlunityrehabilitation center" for
purposes of Art. 42.12 Sec. 6e(a),
V.A.C.C.P.?

PDRO496-90 09/12/90, Harris Co. (A's

PDR), Kent Rance, Poss. Cocaine less
t l ~ a n28grams: Should the motion to
suppress have beengrantedwhere there
was no probable cause to stop, arrest,
and search appellant and whale the
record reflectsappellant was not one o f
the targeted suspects?

PDRO517-90 09/12/90, Dallas Co. (A's
PDRI, Earl E. IVilcots, Sr., Illegal

I~~uestn!eut:
Did the COA err in holding
that the entrapment defense was not
available to appellant because he failed

gla~yof a Habitatio~r: (1) T o what
extent, i f any, does Jacks011v. Virginia
apply to probation revocations? (2)
\Vhether the affmlativelinks standard
conflictswith the Jackson standard. (3)
\Vllether and to what degree the holding in Mezra, 785//146 applies to probation levocations? (4) Whether the
COA used the conect definition o f
preponderance o f the evidence?

PDR 0562-90 09/12/9Q larrant Co.
(Ss PDR), Kellye IM. McCa?.ty, Possession of A~nphetamitle: (1) Was there
sufficient evidence of possession of
amphetamine? (2) WhetherJackson u.
Vitginia requires exclusion o f every
reasonable hypothesis o f innocence?
:3) Whether Butler; 769//234, should
se overmled?#

(A's PDR), Matthew T.Clarke, Agg.Sex.
Assnult: Did the COA err in remanding
for a new trial as to punishment only
under Alt. 44.29?

PDR 0622-90, 0623-90 09/12/90,

Harris Co. (A's PDIO, John R. Fcv~~lah,
JK, Agg. Sex. Assault: Whether arrest
was illegal,and i f so, was taint removed
from confessionby cop's falsely telling
D that victim had ID'd him?

PDR0630-90 09/12/90, HarrisCo. (A's

PDR), Linda E. Dedonato, Sexually
Orie~ltedBusiess:(1) Whether the city
ordinance was properly before the trial
court? (2) \whether a county court has
jurisdiction over a municipal sexually
oriented business ordinance by operation o f Arts. 243.003 (b), 243.008, Tex.
local gov't. code, and whether failure to
object waived a jurisdictional defect?
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D.U.I.D. DEFENSE TECHNICS
A New Police Expert-The
The defense now has a new police"expert" to contend with in D.U.I.D.
cases. He is THE DRUG RECOGNITION EXPERT (D.R.E.).
He has several functions to perform:
(1)consultant with the arresting officer
in all D.W.I. cases where suspect's test
result is below .10 on the great machine, (2) deliverer of two O opinions
to rejnforce the original opinion by the
arresting officer of intoxication of the
suspect, (3) directions to the toxicologist as to which drug to test a blood/
urine specimen for presence only, and
(4) he conducts the para-medical tests
and reduces his findings to written
format.
His purpose is to give a scientificappearingreinforcement tothe D.U.I.D.
case without bendilof havingscientific
training in the traditional educational
setting. 111 otber ivords, be is t h e e to
bantboozle thejury.
In order to combat the '1YrITCH
DOGTOR, we must know his background, training, functions, purposes
and weaknesses in the D.U.I.D. case.
As with all recent new law enforcement ideas, the D.R.E. is a product of
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (N.H.T.S.A.) thinking (and
fedem1 funding). This ankle will attempt to describe what this new police
expert is and what he will try to d o in
a D.U.I.D. case.
Training and Quallflcations
The D.R.E. will he a certified police
officer. We should assume that he will
have several years of police experience. He will be a professionalwitness
Through prior police training, he will
be certified to administer the H.G.N.
test, Fieldsobriety Tests and video-tape
a suspect.
He will beagraduate oftheN.H.T.S,A.
training program for Drug Evaluation
and Classification. This is a 144-hour
training program, possibly equalling 2
college courses. He will be issued a
certification by some state or F c d e d
agency. There d l be requirements for
a re-certification of his license
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Voir Dire Examination: This is the
vehicle to use to Force the trial court to
rule as to whether the D.R.E. is testifying as the expert witness or only as a lay
witness.
He will NOT be a medical doctor,
registered nurse or a toxicologist or
botanist and is certainly not a member
of any scientific community.
Whether he can qualifyas anEXPERT
WITNESS under the Texas Rules of
Criminal Evidence #702 will have to be
decided initially by the trial judge and
later by the appellate court.
Prior extensive police experience with
narcotics will be relied heavily upon by
thestate to qualify the individual D.R.E.
as an expert witness before the trial
court.
It is probable that the D.RE. will be
allowed to testify as to the para-medical
tests an which he bases his opinion of
intoxication as a lay witness only.
Hozuard u. State 744 S.W.2 640 Tex.
App. made sucha ruling indealingwith
H.G.N. Prudent defense counsel will
ask for a limiting-instruction to the
effect.
Consultant in all DWI (alcohol)
Cases of .10 or Less
The arresimg officer will request a
conference with the D.R.E. when he
learns that his suspect has a breath test
m u l t of less than .I0 from the great
machine.
All details of the arrest, driving maneuvers of the suspect and any other
evidence will be discussed with the
D.R.E.
Our statute requires the arresting
officer to have reaso~zableg~wrt~ids
for
his referral of his suspect to the D.R.E.
for further testing. Itwould appear that
the D.RE. is in a position to actually
make this determination and overly influence the arresting officer. Certainly
the arresting officerwill leanheavily on
the advice of the D.R.E. A boot strapping situation is present for sure!
What will be the situation when a
suspect refuses to take the breath test?
It would seem logical that a heavier

burden would be upon the state to
show reasonable grounds for a referral
of thesuspectto the D.R.E. in such case.
The 12 Step N.H.T.S.A. Program
The Drug Evaluation and classitication program (D.E.C.) consists of the
following:
1. Breath alcohol test
2. Arresting officer's consultation with
D.R.E.
3. Warning of suspect by D.R.E.
4. Eye examination
5. Psyco-physical tests (F.S.T.'s)
6. Dark room examination
7. Vital sign examination (blood pressure, temp., pulse)
8. Muscle tone examination
9. Injeaion site examination
10. Statementsfromsuspect about drug
use
11. D.R.E.3 two opinions
12. Toxicological examination
A special form called the DRUG
EVALUATIONFORMwill be completed
by the D.R.E. It documents the D.R.E!s
findings and specifies the basis for his
opinions. It should be discoverable by
the defense upon proper motion.
A Man With 2 OpMons
The state will seek to have the D.R.E.
give his opinion as to the fact of intoxicationand the class of drugs that caused
such intoxication.
The Fact of Intoxication
This will be at the tune of the D.R.E.'s
para-medical tests. Although the D.R.E.
did not see the suspect at the time of
driving, a lay witness can give his opinion as to intoxication. By using a roadtiide v~deo-tape,a relation-back to the
time of driving may be attempted by the
D.R E.
Class of Drugs Involved
Absent the para-medical tests or an
admiiion by the suspect, no one, including the D.R.E., could diagnose the
class of drugs a suspect might be using.
Once the para-medicaltests are administered to the suspect, a series of symptoms will dictate to the D.R.E. that the
suspect has been using a drug which is
a member of 1of the 7 general classifi-
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cations which he has been trained to
identify. 0.e. in my opinion suspect is
using a CNS-depressant type drug.)
Corroborating the Arresting
Officer's OpMon .
The D.R.E. will testify that the arresting oRcer was correct in his original
opinion that the suspect was intoxicatedandonly incmrectas to themeans
ofsuch intoxication 6.e. not alcohol but
drugs was the cause).
The damage to the state's case will be
severe from the low breath test result
from the great machine. The D.R.E. will
attempt to soften the blow with his
opinions.
Relation back of the D.R.E.'s opinions to the time of driving will be a
serious problem. The madside videotape d l l play a large role in allowing
admission of the D.R.E!s opinions, as
he will have viewed same during his
conference with the arresting officer, if
one was made.
Time intervals will be crucial and
should be closely scrutinized.
DirectiontotheToxico1ogisttoCook
For a.Certain Drug
The toxicologist must be given some
idea of what type of drug to look for in
the specimen which he is given to test.
There are thousands of drugs in common use in this country and testing for
all of them would be too time consuming and costly.
We will assume that the D.R.E. gives
his opinions first and there is no collusion between him and the toxicologist.
However, the possibility is present
The 7 drug classes are: (1) CNSdepressant (2) CNSstimulant (3) narcotic analgesic (4) inhalents (5) hallucinogens (6) phencychdino and (7)
cannibis.
At the time of this article the toxicologist will only test for PRESENCE of a
suspected dlug class. No quantitative
analysis will be made on the specimen.
The result will be positive or negative.
Probably no specific drug will be identified.
The D.R.E. requests a hlood/urine
specimen from the suspect at the conclusion of his para-medical tests. Chain
of custody requirements and proper
storage requirements will be a part of
the required predicate for the admission of any test result into evidence at
trial.
Obtaining the Blood/Urine Specimen
Here is where the D.R.E. d l l do his

greatest damage io the suspect. Toalay
person who is incarcerated, the D.R.E.
d l appear to be a medical person.
FEAR = false evidence appearing real.
When requested to give a blood/
urine sample by a policeman most
citkens would refuse to comply.
When requested by the medicallyappearing D.R.E. most citizens may
comply,thinking they must do so. State
v. Co~neatcr7% S.W. 480 TX appAustin 1990, may be applicable to deny
admission of the specimen or the test
result if the State engaged in deceptive
conduct in order to obtain the suspect's
blood specimen.
It will be a rare occasion that a
suspect will be advised by the D.R.E. he
may refuse to give a bloodhrine specimen.
Conclusion
The D.R.E. is the KEY MAN in the
D.R.E.
Terrible Trio (arrestinrr 0%.
and toxicologist) to beused by the state
to convince a fact-finder beyond a reasonable doubt that the suspect was
intoxicated by usingdrugs at the time of
his driviw.
is the connecting link beThe
tween a "positive"test for drugs and the
arresting officers opinion of intoxication at the time of driving.
The more saentific the state can
make these pala-medical tests appear,
the more the state can cover up the fact
that the suspect was arrested for alcohol intoxication hut in fact was exonerated by the great machine.
While the N.H.T.S.A. gives lip service
to the Miranda Warnings, nowhere is
therementionofthe fact thatthesuspect
doesn't bave topat7icipate in the paramedical testsnor is there mention of the
fact that the suspect be advised of his
light to his own independent blood
test.
The D.R.E. wiU be a formidable witness and defense counsel must know
more about the insides of the D.E.C.
than the D.R.E. does in order to expose
the D.R.E. for what he is and for what
he is not, to the fact-finder.
It is irrational to assume that if a
trained, educationally qualified scientist with laboratory equipment has
trouble identifying drugs in a blood/
winespecimen, thataminimally trained
policeman with a fiashlite-watch-Ecker& B/P Kit can rdentify a class of drug
without even a sample to look at, much
less test. But what he can do is this:
Give guidance to the toxicologist as to

DXE.

what to look for in his scientific laboratory analysis.
Whetherthe Courtrules the D.R.E. to
be an expert witness or merely a lay
witness may be academic, for with aU
thisscientific-appearingtesting, the jury
may well belleve that the D.R.E. is an
expert o n drug classification
identification..
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Federal Impact Dedsions
Corzlinrredfmm page 15

Fifth Amendment.
The court concluded that the risk of
seK-incriminationexisted because a plea
bargain can unravel at any time and
statements made during plea negotiations may b e admissible in other litigation. Thus, to require a defendant to
accept responsibility for crimes other
that those to which he has pled guilty,
or of which he bas been found guilty,
forces the defendant to choose between incrinunating himself for conduct from which he has not been
immunized or forfeiting substantial
reductions in his sentence to which he
would otherwise be entitled. Accordingly, the risk of increased imprisonment or the alternative of self-incrimination amounted to a constitutional
violation requiring re-sentencing..
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VIEW FROM T H E BENCH

Norps, Slicks & Slobs
I

I recently had the good fortune to be
selected to join the faculty of the NationalJudicial College, and off Iwent to
spend a week teaching a classroom full
of judges from all across the country
about some principles of sentencing.
When I arrived, I had the pleasure of
meeting Judge Dennis Challeen from
Winona, Minn. who was also on the
faculty. It turned out that meeting and
listening to Judge Challeen had an
incredible impact on me and his ideas
deserve consideration by all of us that
work in the criminal justice system.
Judge Challeen, you see, has been a
criminal court judge since 1964, and
during that time made a careful study of
those appearing before him. The results of his observations have appeared
in a number of national magazines, and
he is frequently a guest on national
television programs, including the CBS
Evening News.
One colunlnist said of him: "He is a
breath of plain speaking from the
Midwest, a puncturer of judicial myths
and ponlposity, a pioneer of common
sense solutions to what ails the American Criminal Justice System and probably the leading authority on sentencing
in the country."
Well now, with those kinds of credentials, just what kind of revolutionary
things would you think this guru from
the north would propose. Judge
Challeen's proposal to solving our crime
mess is to look backwards to the most
fundamental aspect of a solid societyresponsibility. It is his basic premise
that until offenders decide to accept
responsibility for their conduct, we'll
continue tosee the crime rate soar. And
it's the job of the criminal justice system
to force offenders to accept responsibility for their criminal acts.
InJudge Challeen's view, our present
system is out of whack because the
laws are written by basically good
people who believe that a proposed
punishment will deter others to the
same extent as it deters them. And
there is the rub. Criminals just don't
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byJudge Larry Gist

react to good people's laws. Why?
Because good people are basically
responsible and criminals aren't.
So, it's the myths good people believe in that drives the system rather
than reality. Judge Challeen sees several myths that dese~vecareful thought.
The news media myth must get first
attention. Lookat the paper 0rT.V. and
center-stage attention is always given
to violent crimes. That makes us all
think and feel we're in imminent physical danger. Yet only about 5% of all the
crimes committed in our country are
associated with violence. But it's the
sensational that always jars our innermost fears the most.
Next, let's look at the judicial myth.
J d g e s are given the duty to assess
punishments, yet lnost have absolutely
no training to assist them in determining the destiny of those who appear in
court. So most simply begin to act like
a judge is "supposed to act. There is
very little original thinking because
judges are trained as lawyers. And
that's a profession of studying precedent-looking backward for the answers.
How about the leniency myth. Most
people think our systenl is too lenient,
but American judges are the toughest in
the whole world. Our per capita incarcerationrateisthe highest in theworldbut we also have the world's highest
crime rate.
Then there's the prison myth and the
"get them off the street" myth. A
majority of the public believes that
locking up offenders will teach them a
lesson, but unfortunately, that's just not
the case. Why? Because criminals don't
think like you and I do. Just the threat
of being in jail keeps most of us on the
straight line. But to many offenders,
prison just becomes the "College of
Criminal Knowledge," and, boy, do we
pay a price for their education. It costs
us substantiallymore to keep someone
in prison for a year than to send a
decent child to the best and most expensive university in the country. In

many ways, sending everyone to prison
often punishes us as tax paying good
citizens much more than those who
broke the law.
So, Judge ~halleenthinks we should
look at who the offender is to determine what will work and what won't.
His first category is people he calls
NORPSNormal Ordinary Responsible
People-who
do something out of
character and end up in the system.
NORI'S are responsible people who did
something stupid, and thus they usually
self correct. So we don't need to spend
our precious and limited resources to
help them "rehabilitate" because they
generally do it themselves. NORPS
who commit serious crimes desenre to
be punished as retribution for the harm
they caused. But otherwise, just getting
caught is usually enough to straighten
them out.
Then Judge Challeen looks at the
SLICKS. These are characters who
believe they are smart enough to get
around everything. The SLICK is smarter
than his parents, teachers, cops, judge,
prison guard-you name it. They love
to play "NIGYS0B"-Now I Got You,
You Son of a Bitch. They're clever and
manipulative, and masters at trapping
someone into becoming emotionally
involved with then1 because it feeds
their enormous ego. SLICKS are driven
by anger and don't like society at all.
Their greatest satisfaction comes when
they can make a fool out of someone
else. Law enforcement "snitches" are
generally SLICKS.
An awful lot of crime in America is
caused by SLICKS, and if you can keep
one in prison, you'll eliminate a substantial number of future crimes. Judge
Challeen's solution to dealing with
SLICKS is to lock themup--all of themufor as long a a time as is legally permitted. But even if we did that, our prisons
would still be relatively empty. That's
because prison overcrowding is not
caused by confining violent offenders
and SLICKS. The clog is caused in the
main by the numbers of SLOBS that we
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keep locked up.
Now, a SLOB is generally the type of
person we imagine when we hear the
word. The SLOBS are the losers who
for whatever reason never acquired the
fundamental concepts of self-worth and
responsibility. So the SLOB becomes
entirely dependent on us to take care of
him for the rest of his life. And in
alarming numbers we've been accommodating the SLOBS by letting them
live rent free in our prisons.
That's because SLOBS make lousy
criminals. Their crimes are usually
stupid, in~pulsiveand poorly planned.
Remember, they're losers and just like
they expected, they're usually caught.
But once caught, does our system force
them to be responsible? No, quite the
contrary. Our system removes all responsibility and takes real good care-of
them.
SLOBS learn early on that when you
screw up, it attracts attention. And that
attention comes from either the kickers-police, prosecutors, judge, corrections officials; or the rescuers-socia1 workers, defense lawyers, counselors, friends and relatives. It really
doesn't matter to the SLOB which side
wins, for either way, he's going to get
taken cal-e of. He either ends up in
prison (the ultimate welfare state) or he
gets rescued and escapes responsibility
by those who take over his problem for
him. Either way he gets taken care of.
Our system doesn't do a very good
job in dealing with SLOBS. As Judge
Challeen observes: We want them to
have self-worth-so we destroy their
self-worth;We want them to be responsible-sowe take away all theirresponsibilities; We want them to be part of
our community-so we isolate them
from the conmlunity;We want them to
be t~ustworthy-so we put themwhere
there is no trust; We want them to quit
hanging around losers-so we put all
the losers under one roof; And we want
them to take control of their lives-so
we make them totally dependent on us.
Pause and think for a moment about
one of Judge Challeen's observations:
An Irresponsible Merry-go-round
In every society there are ir~esponsible crin~inalswho go about being
parasites of taxpayers; so the taxpayers
hire police to catch them. The police
bring the criminals before a judge and
jury who are also paid for by the
taxpayers. The prosecutor, also paid
for by the taxpayers, argues that the

judge should send the criminal off for a
long sentencein thestate's prison which
is also paid for at taxpayer expense.
The defendant's attorney, who is also
usually paid for by the taxpayer, argues
that the defendant should get probation
and be supervised by a probation officer paid for by the taxpayers. The judge
who is elected by the taxpayers elects
to send the criminals off to prison. After
a period of total dependence on the
taxpayers, the criminal is released to
live on the streets and resume being a
taxpayer's parasite again. The police
arrest him again and the whole merrygo-round starts all over at taxpayers'
expense.
No one ever talks about responsibility for the wrongdoing. We are simply
caught up in the game of deciding
where freeloaders are allowed to geographically freeload. \We convince
ourselves that we are just doing justice
but we are being taken for a ride at
taxpayers' expense. And so those who
are crime victims get ripped off twice.
It's no wonder the average citizen is
angry. But quick solutions such as
tougher laws and more punishment
make the-problem worse rather than
better. Negative punishment am1 responsibility are inconsistent concepts
and until we as a society come to this
realization, our justice system will
continue to fail.
Revenge may be sweet, but it is a
costly failure.
According to Judge Challeen, getting
tough on crime is not the solution
because being lenient is not the problem.
In dealing with the SLOBS that compose the majority of our crinlinal population, there is a solution to the dilenlnla. In the wisdom of Judge Challeen:
\Ve don't change people, people
change themselves. Change must come
From within. But change comes only

when people want to change. If people
are unhappy enough and dissatisfied
with their lives to the point that they
want to change, then change will occur.
If people are comfortable and willing to
accept their status quo, then they will
remain dormant, doomed to repeat
their errors over and over.
If they don't want to own their problem and choose to remain passive and
dormant, we must learn how to make
them uncomfortable enough so they
will want to change and take charge of
their lives and be responsible to themselves and others.
The most important step is that losers
must come to the realization that they
are their own problem and that their
viewpoint of life is twisted and irresponsible. They must be able to step
back and see themselves for what they
are. Our present justice system fails to
provide avenues or the means to encourage change. In fact, it unwittingly
does exactly the opposite. It cultivates
irresponsibility.
As I was leaving to come back to
Texas, I toldJudge Challeenthat I didn't
know whether or not I bought all he
was selling, but he sure had caused me
to think. I sure hope that by exposing
you to some of the ideas of this remarkable jurist that you'll have the same
reaction.
Until next time, you'all be careful out
there. vou hear..
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FORENSIC DNA PROFILING

Proficiencv Testing
d

by Juan Martinez Gonzales

The only way to assess the reliability
of forensic DNA profiling and typing
tests is through blind proficiency testing with samples simulating actual
casework. Blind proficiency testing is
viewed as an essential step in the validation of forensic DNA identification
tests. See, the guidelines promulgated
by the DNA Committee of the California
Association af Crime Laboratory Directors which state: (4) Methods used for
typing must have been evaluated by
blind trial testing on samples simulating
case evidence materials and the results.
of such testing must be available for
review."
There have been two blind proficiency tests of private forensic 'DNA
Juan Martinez Gonzales received
labs and the results are disturbing.
his Doctor of J~lrispmdenceDegree
In 1987, the California Association of
from the University of Texas in 1976.
He has compiled and written the first
Crime Laboratory Directors conducted
Forensic DNA Profiling Criminal Deproficiencytesting of three privateDNA
fense Manual in the country. Moses
forensic labs. Fifty samples were sent
"Mae" Sanchez, Tommy Sanchez of
to each lab. "Cekus and Cellmark misHouston, and Gonzales were the fint
takenly matched unrelated samples.
Texas lawyers to vigorously defend
They did not complete f* tests withagainst DNA evidence in a criminal
out inculpating an innocent p e ~ o n case, by the use of an expert witness in
surely an unpraficient resutt." Note,
the guilt-innocence stage of a DNA
The Dark Side of DNA Pq$?ling: Utzrecase. Hehasspoken at severalcriminal
liable Sclenttfic Evideme Meets the
defense seminars on Forensic DNA
Profhg. He has filed amicus curiae
Crinzifzal Dq/&rlant, 42 STAN.L.REV.
briefs in several cases on appeal in
465, 493 (1990); See Graves & Kuo,
state appellate courts throughout the
DNA: A Blind Trial Study of Three
State, where convictionsresulted from
Commercial Testing Laboratories.
the use of forensicDNA evidence. He
A second batch of fifty test samples
was defense counsel in a case in
was sent to Cellmark and Lifecodes by
BeeviUe,whe~ethere wasforensicDNA
the California Association of Crime
evidence. Lastly,he haswrittenarticles
Laboratory Directors in July 1.988.
attacking forensic DNA evidence for
Lifecodes made two errors. "One
the National Lawyers Guild Practitio
ner and for Docket Call (Publicationof
samole. a 1::mixture of blood from two
the Harris County Criminal lawyersAsdonbrs and a second sample 1:l mixture of semen from the donors, were
not recognized as mixtu~es." CACLD
DNA Committee. DNA Blind T~ialsBatch 11.
were done on fresh blood samples
The FBI has resisted attempts by
from three individuals and that "to date
defendants to get copies of their profithe FBI's vaunted proficiency testing
ciency testing. In a recent DNAcase the
program consists of a grand total of
FBI was ordered to release its profifewer than eleven simulated cases,"
ciency testing and for the first time it
and making a mistyping error on a K2
was learned that all proftciency tests
sample. Thompson, Proficiency Test-

ing Errors by the FBI in Vol. 2, DNA:
Understanding, Challenging and Controlling The New Evidence of the 90's
Seminar, March 16-17,1990, Washington, D.C.
"Reliability' contains two components: accuracy and consistency. See,
Giameui, Tha AdmissibiliFy of Nouel
ScfentflcEm3ence:Fryeu. U??itedState~,
a HaIf-CenturyIzzter,80 COLUM.L.REV.
1197, 1201, note 20 (1980).
There has been no reliability in the
proficiency testing work by all the forensic DNA labs, private or that of the
FBI DNA lab..
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Friends ofTCDLA
Contfnualfrornpa9e 7
were those who made light of the idea
of selling snacks and having money
collecting cans on every clean surface
at meetings, but clearly, the project has
been successful. It is impossible to
name names without leaving someone
out, but you all know who you are. The
light is shining brightly at the end of the
tunnel of the building mortgage, and
quite possibly d l beretired by theend
of 1931. The FRIENDS will be giving'
one last check towards this effort in
December of 1990. President Betty
Kearney is the o d y one who knows at
this time what the amount will be, but
my guess is that this will be a significant
contribution.
Thanks for the opportunity to have
sewed with such wonderful people as
belong to TCDLA and FRIENDS OF
TCDLA. Looking back to our beginning
in 1987.
. , evervone can aoo~eciatehow
far we have progressed in only a few
short years. The hard work has paid off
and the future appears bright. H

..

For nrore ?laus about the Frim?ds of
TCDLA p d a nzembe&ip application,
plmse tunz topage37.
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State v. Mattox
Continuedfmnt prrge 13
tion (c) Of section 32.43,s "offe$mgl [a
benefit" as a bribe, is correctly under
stood as an inchoate crimepbdespite the
fact that it was not charged as attempre&
bribery.l The crime as charged war
inchoate or incomplete because there
is no statutory requirement that the
offer of a bribe be accepted and the
object of the bribe be attained.- The
indictment specifically charged that
Mattox offered a benefit to Wiley
Caldwell in return for Caldwellk violation of a fiduciary duty to Mobil "in that
he, the said Wiley CaldweU, nuodd
order and require that Thomas R.
McDade, a lawyer and theparmer of
the said Wiley Caldwell, cease and
desist from his efforts to question and
depose Janice Mattox."* Because the
crime as charged under the statute was
inchoate or incomplete, a special defense to inchoate crimes became available. As a result this factual allegation
rendered the indictment fundamentally
defectivebecause it failed to "allege on
its face the facts necessary . . . to show
that the offense was commined."~~
The indictment was defective on its
facebecause the alleged facts setup the
adequate defense of legal impossibility
without alleging any additional facts
whose proof could have removed the
defense. The indictment was, in this
sense, self-contradictoly. Legalimpossibility, which is a defense to the inchoate crime of attempt, "occurs when the
actions which the defendant performs
or sets in motion, even if fully carried
out as he desires, would not constitme
a crime."r0' 'The basic rationale of [the
defense1 is that, judging the actor's
conduct in the light of the actual facts,
what he [ischarged with] intendIingI to
do did not lor could not] amount co a
crime."a The defense has been &ticized:* and, indeed, the Model Penal
Code eliminates it.** The criminal attempt section of the Texas Penal Code
does not, however, reject the defense,
which therefore remains generally
available under Texas law."
In addition to the general availability
of the impossibility defense, there is a
variant of legal impossibility available
as a defense under the Texas law of

bribery. Under bribery statutes in force
or he lacked jurisdiction or For any
prior to the adoption of the commercia
other reason."l'l
bribery statute, section 32.43, and the
Tellingly, however, section 32.43-general bribery statute, section 36.02,~~ the commercial bribery statute--conthere is a h e of cases h o l d i i that a
tains no provision rejecting this deperson charged with bribery may no!
fense, and accordinglythedefensemust
be so convicted if he or the othe~ be presumed to be in force and effect
person whom he is chaeed with brib
for commercial bribery.1'2
ing did not have the requisite legal
Under Texas partnership law, \ViIey
status to make commission of the crime
Caidwell hadno legalauthorityto"order
possible, or if the legal relations beand require"ThomasR.McDade to take
tween persons involved in the crime
certain litigation action with regard to
charged were such as not to make
the Mangesu. Mob7 litigation. McDade
commission of thecrime possible. Thus
and Caldwellwere partners in the same
in McCrady v. StdteIIm the defendant
law firm. Section 18Ce) of the Texas
had been convicted of offering a bribe
Uniform Partnership Act", provides that,
to an offcer to permit a prisoner in the
in the absence of a special agreement,
officer's custodytoescape. His defense
"[all1 partners have equal rights in the
was that the officer was withoutauthormanagement and conduct of all panity to hold the prisoner because her
nership business." Prior to the adoparrest had beenunlawful. The Court of
tionof this Act, the generalrulewas that
Criminal appeals agreed and reversed:
"partnerships are legally under the
"In a case where the accused is the
control of the partners" but that the
person who gives or offers to give the
pWers might "vest the sole control in
bribe, it is incumbent upon the state to
one of the partners to the exclusion of
p m e that the person whose release is
all the others."ll+The indictment did not
sought by the bribe was in the lawful
allege any additional facts to show that
~ustodyof the officer to whom the
there was any partnership agreement
xibe was offered or given."3r other applicable legal basis upon
In a representative older case, Marwhich Caldwell would have had the
awieh v. Stafe,~
the defendant, a jusrequisite legal control over McDade's
ice of the peace, was charged with
actions."5
rccepting a bribe not to impose a fine
The prosecution, therefore, presented
m a n offender. The court reversed on
a theory of the asserted crime whose
hls ground:
%llegationson their face stated a com"There can be no question that appeldete defense-legal impossibility-to
ant was indictable, under the facts of
he very crime charged. The commishis case, under said statute. However,
sion of the crime as charged depended
n our opinion, it should be alleged in
ln Caldweh legal powerto control the
he indictment that appellant was a
rctions of M c D a d ~ n dthis power,
ustice of the peace, and. .. that he was
:ssential to the efficacy of the indict. . authorized and requited by law [to nent, could not be proved fmm the
onduct the proceedings in questionl.'**
ace of the indictment. Because "it is
When section 36.02, thegeneral bribmpossible that contrary attributes
ry statute, was originally enacted as
hould belong at the same time to the
part of the 1974 Penal Cude, it was
ame subject,""6 this indictment which
ilent about the defense to bribery just
lleges such attributes-both a crime
lescribed. The offense proscribed by
nd a completely sufficient defense to
ection 36.02 was, howevet, amended
hat crime--could not be valid.
nd redefined in 1975, and among the
rt Conclusion
hanges made was the insertion of this
The sfope of the legislativeproscriprevision:
on of commercial bribery, set forth in
"It is no defense to prosecutionunder
ection 32.43 of the Texas Penal Code,
)is section that a person whom the
-mains-despitet the importanceof the
ctor sought to influencewas not qualitanox case-essentially undefmed
ed to act in the desired way whether
%roughauthoritative const~ctionby a
ecause he had not yet assumed omce
'exas appellate court.'17 In the absence
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of such an authoritative judicial construction, the purpose of this article has
been to examine and to interpret the
very words of the statute itself to determine whether they validly support the
thkory of the prosecution in Shlte v.
Muttox. The ultimate purpose has been
to determine whether the principle of
legality, restricting the prosecution of
crimes to those which have been authoritatively defined by the institutions
properly designated to do so, was
breached in this case.
The fiduciary relations which section
32.43 protects from illicit interference
are complex and varied enough to
require careful attention to the Statutory
words, to assure that they are given a
meaning adequate to protect those
relations and yet not so indefinite and
distorted to defeat the intent of the
legislature and thus to violate the principle of legality. It is fair, therefore, to
make some allowance for the complexity of the statute in judging whether an
interpretation of it is reasonable. The
prosecution's theory, however, extended the words of the statute beyond
any reasonable interpretation through
its failure to account for all the essential
elements of the crime.
First, the prosecution sought toaatisfy the statutory requirement of "consideration" through an allegation of
facts-a promise by the defendant to
do his legally required duty-which
courts and text writers alike have unequivocally rejected as satisfying the
contract law requirement ofconsideration. Second, the prosecution seized
upon the concept of fiduciary duty and
treated it as though it were a simple,
undifferentiated concept instead of the
complex cluster of varied legal relations that it is. This error led it to ignore
the statutory requirement that the d e
fendant be "acting as a lawyer" and to
fail to allege facts sufficient to satisfy
this requirement. Finally, the prosecution, again through failureto appreciate
the complex nature of the legal relations in this case, committed the ultimate verbal and logical error by alleging in the indictment the factual basis of
a defense4egal impossibility-which
was a direct contradiction to the crime
as charged.
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When the prosecution has committed three serious errors in the formulation of its theory of a crime--errors
whose effect is to expand the scope of
the crime beyond reasonable legislative intent and any valid judicial interpretation- then it seems fair to charge
that the prosecurion's theory was without legal foundation. The most eminent legal philosopher of our time has
argued that the underlying basis of the
principle of legality "consists in no
more than taking seriously the notion
that what is to be applied to a multiplicity of different persons is the same
general rule, undeflected by prejudice,
interest, or caprice."'" When, as here,
the prosecution under a statute takes
place in a political context, special care
must be taken to assure that evenhandedness of statutory application
triumphs over the operation of unacceptable motives for prosecutorial action.
The author has been criticized for his
insistence chat construction and application of criminal statutes, particularly
in political contexts, should be based
on a close reading of statutory terms
and the use, when necessary, of reliable extrinsicaids to construction. This
approach, it is argued, is "dubious in its
attempt to freeze the evolution o f . .
fundamental legal concepts, and undeslrable on a policy 1eveL"I~Though the
criticism was intended to presewe an
expandedrolefor the carmin defining
the perimeters of crime, it seems appropriate to suggest that the case study
presented here, dealing with prosecutorial overcriminalization of the commercial bribery statute, is evidence that
the criticism augurs an erosion of the
principal of legality. For when the
defintion of a crime set down by the
premier institution charged with creating that definition--the legislature-is
viewed by other authorities as being
merely the stming point for the exploration of new legal concepts and new
policies to become the basis of criminal
prosecution, the conditions are set for
the fabrication ofa theory like the one
in State v. Mattma.

.
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48. Code of Profexwonal Respons~bdity.Arl. 10,
$9, codified following Art. 320~.Tex. Rev Civ.
Stat. Ann (Vernon Supp. 1985).

49. F ~ n c ~ a l G e n e m l B a n ~Im.
a mu.dW-rger,
,
523 F.Supp. 744,762 (D.D.C. 1%1>, wmkd on
other gmimds, &ZO F2d 768 tD C. Clr. 1982).
citing Brj~lmu. Lewis, 27 S.W.2d 604,606 mex.
Clv. App.-Austin 1930, writ dism'd). See a h
FundqfFuds, LId u ArthurAndemen ECo.,567
P zd 225,233 (Zd Cir. 1973 Oawyer's duty under
Canon 5 'tantamount to that of n d u d q or
uustee'). Cinma 5, Ud. u. clnaama, Inc., 528
F.Zd 1384, 1386 (2d Cir. 1976) PA lawyer's duty
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inpa Seealso Hcwksru Stale, 571 S.W.2d 920,
56. 658 F.2d 920 (Zd Cir 19811, cen denied, 456
921 ffa. Crim. App. 1978) CIIIF the languago of
US. 915 (1982).
the mhxe is Itself completely descriptive of the
57. id ,658 F Zdat930<emphasissuppItcd). The
offense,ail [indictment1is sufficient if it follows
prosecution and conviction were undcr the fedthe stamtorylanguage ..[Ilfthe language of the
e d nlad fraud statute, 18 U.S.C. $1341(1976).
statute is nor completely descripnve, then me*
58 Id at 927.
tracking the statutory language would be bsufli59. Id at 927,929.
cicnt.") See generally, Dlx, T m Cba@na
60 Coffee, Fmm Tortto Clime, supranme 51,18
IMrUlnenl Law, supra note 12, 35 Baylor L Rev.
Am Crim. L Rev. at 136-142.
st 737-39. But cf:Amnda u. Slare, 640 SW Zd
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Matmx
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id, and not a n the more fundamental rcguin:
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men1 that h e prosecution be confined to charg63 DR 5-105(C) of the M e of Pmfessional
ing a crime based on law.
Responsibility, see note 48 srrpm, provides as
72. Chargc of the COIIIIm State u. ilfn~~ar,
No
follnws.
73,737 (147th Jud Dist , T~avisCounty, Texas)
"In the srtuations covered by DR-5-105CA) and
(copy in possession of the author).
(B), a lawyer may represent mult~pleclients if it
73. Tex Penal W e Ann. §1.07(aXl) (Vernon
is O ~ V I O U Sthat he can adequately represent the
1974).
interest of each and d each consents to the
74 Code Cnnstmcrion Act, Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat.
representationrtfferfrrdldscuofthepossible
Ann. An. 5429b-2,12.01 (Vernon Supp. 1985).
effect nfsuchre~wtntionontheexe~keofllis 75. Tex. PenalCodcAno.§l.o5(b)(Vemon 1974).
independent profess~ontljudgment on behalf of
76 See, e,g, Tex. Penal Cade Ann Chs. 19-22
each "
tvernon 1974 and Supp. 1985).
(emphasis supplicd).
77. Amencan BsrAssociation/0ureauofNatiana1
64 See discussion on inchoate nature of the
Affairs, huger5 Xanual on Pmfesclaual Concrime in text and notes at notes 9698 i y k
duct531 101 11984)
65 See Coffer,note 51, supra, st 122.
78. 7 TCx. Jur. 3d *AUomey at Law: $48 at 389
66 FllndofFundr, Lid u. A#?hurAnd~ne?z
Co,
:19801.
supm note 49. 567 F.2d at 227 (quotmg from
79 &KeI@u Mu~pbj;630S.W Zd759,761(Tex
Unit@dStales u Standard Oil Co. 136 F Supp.
hpp.-Houston [Istll9%2,writ rePdn.r.e.)(atlor345,367 (S.D N.Y. 19551).
ieyclientrelationshtp isoneafspecialmdagency
67. See e g , Fzrncls of Nlnds. Ltd. u Aribur
n which the attorney-agent may not act beyond
Andenen, supra note 49, 567 F.2d 225, United
he smpe ofhisauthorization),Hafellgrcguieruu.
S r m u BmrIsfon, slrprtr note 56, 658 F.2d 920.
Pfmnan,276 S.W. Zd 915,920 (Tex Civ App 68. Tex Penal Code Ann $32.43(a)(l) (Vernon
rexarkana 1955, writ refd n.re.1 (authority of
1974) (emphasis supplied)
lttorney to act for client are "confined to those
69 Id at 532.4%1(2)CC) ((emphasissuppl~edl.
messaryto the proper fulfillment cast upon him
70. Emphasis supplied.
~ysuch employment").
71 The indictment, tobesure, used tl~estatutory
a. Rn4staencnf (.and) of A p z c y $12, mmwords "acting as a IawyeP and therefore, inncnt a (1958) (emphases supplied).
cluded thrselernentlitMally. Thestatementofthiz
41. id at IU,Coinment a lemphasissupplied).
elemcnt in wnclusory lorn is, however, insufli
$2 Hohfeld, Some Frmdalnlz~enfai
@a/ C01rrr.p
cient toallegeit adequately in th~scase.In P o w
ions ns AppINen itf legal Rensonltzg, supta note
u. Sratc, 545 S.W.2d 162 CTex Crim App. L977),
16. 23 Yale L I. at 46 47. "Ooeratrve fact$"are
the court held.
l r h d ar Atlww,wllih, under tlm geueral Icx4
"The facts consntuting an offense denounced by
tllw that arc appiiuhh:, S I ~ ~ to
C C
rhmgc.1cg;d
a sratute should he alleged so that the conclusion
elations." Id at 25.
of law may I
x arrived at from the facls sated .
13. W e e . Llfy NationalBnnk of Birmir18bam,
Thepleadingmustsfatefactswhid~duueshow
~97S.W.2d 461,463 Te* Cw. Ann.4caumont,
a violation of the h w . Although it is generally
lo writ) iiccurd, C U ) , O ~ S O R A ~ ~ &vI ~~lguilar,
O
sufficientto allege an offensein the terms of the
i70 S.W2d 681, 6% (Tex. A p p S a n Antonio
statute witl~outallegingadd~tionalfacts,
d a is the
984, wit dkm'd )
manner end means bv which an act w done that
14. Tex. R Cw. P 10 (1785).
cur kc^ the othmvir iwumnt XI .a tri~nin;d
15 Id.
vfknse i t is neccxv;lryto;111~~~
fa:lrlssltowin~
tile
16 iVos&eu A4llls, 141S.W.Zd429,432 (Tex. Cw.
~!~dnnvrnn<liotc?-Anrwl~i<!~
n~rkcti~eacta~rimin;~lipp.-Dallas 1940, no writ). See&
Slalle~j~u.
offem '
I&rts, 279 S.W 2d4+5.47&71 CCex Civ AppId. at 10(c~tationsomitted). Prod of all the
lcaumont 1955), apd, 156Tex 433 295 S.W. Zd
aUcgationsin theindictnrent~uldno~sl~ow
that
;59 (1956) (actions of attomey of record hound
Caldwell was "acting as a lawyer for Mobil,'
llent W~threspect to service of process).
because nowhere does the mlictment aver
17. Cf: Bmleson u Slala, 429 S.W 2d 479, 481
Clldwell'sacti~zepartic~pationinMob~hlitigation Tex CNII. App. 1958) (*The facta constituting
alTairs which, as the amlysis in the text shows. is
he offense must be averred directly and with
the slmqfm non for estzblishing this element of
ertainty, andnot bywayofargument, infcrenffi,
the crimMhe precise manner and means for
~rcondusion, and they annot be a~dedby way
Caldwcll's execution of Ns fiductary duty re~fintendment 7
quired to l m m e crirmnal IiahhN on Mattox
8. Texas courts have followed the Piih C m t
hlurcovcr, mcrr \Iltulol?, ilngtlngc ill the chargIn other issues rnvolving attomcyil~entrelaing insrn~~nc~N
is in:aluqo:ttc wlwi the requircd
ons See, e g , CitJl of Sau Anmnio v Ilgutlar,
dclinitiem of tl~eclonwn~
varira front tlw rtmttory
upranute 83,670 S.W.2d nt 684 kiting Breen u.
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Beto, 421 F.W 945 (5rh Cir. 1370)h KeNy u.
dftf~pLy,
supwnote 79,630 S.W 2d at 761 (citing
B&n u. Befo, supm, 421 F.Zd 945), m t u Czry
NaflonalBrink of Btnnft"gbans, supra note 83,
597 S.W. 2d at 463 (citmng Gnyu. FirslNatioml
BankofOaUns, 393 3P.M 371 (SthCir. 1%). cen
denied, 393 US. 961 C1%))
89. 609 F.Zd 1101(5th Ctr.) cert. &tied, 449 US
820 (1380).
90. 23 US C. 5 455 (1976). The statute provides
in relevant pa*
Q fa judge1 shall also dkqual* h i m l f in the
following circumstznces:
(5) He or his spouse, ar a person mthin the third
degree OF relationship to enher of them, or the
spause of such a person:
Cii) Is acfing m a laup?r in the proceeding.
(emphasis supphed).
91. Potashnick, sujranote 89,733FZd at 111213 Cemphas~ssupplied).
92 i%Czrinu. Te;rasPowGLi~hrCo.,714 F 2d
1255, 1260 (5th Cir. 1983) (emphasis supplied)
Seeako U&ritedStafeserrel.Wemkgeru @#far,
I m , 557 F2d 456, 463 (5th CK W71, cerf.
denied 434 US. 1035(1978).
Accord, People u. Ourne11,73 Ill. App 3d 7513,392
N.8.2d 235, 238 f1979) (judge who was Former
prosecutor was not required to d~squalifyhimself
underrule requiring such action d he had previously "acted as counsel" in the case, when in his
prior position he "had never seen.. or handled
the case'3.
Butcf SCA Semicesu. M a ~ e n557
, F Zd 110,114
(7th Cir. 1977) (appnrancc of one partner m a
law firm in a case constitutes the appearance of
every lawyer in h e fiml (28 U.S.C. $455 case)).
93. AfcCuhzu.Te\asPo~~wGLi@lCo,strpranotc
92,714 F.Zd at 1260 The court did not indlcate
that these indicia were encluswe of any other.
94 SBC u Cbenery Cap, 318 US. 80, 85-86
(1943)
95 Tex. Penal Code Ann. 532.43(c) @krnon
1974) provtdes as follows.
'(c) A perm commits an offense if he offers,
confers, or agrees to confer any benefit the
acceptance of which is an oflense under Subsection (h) of this sectmn
96. Smion 32 43 is modeled afterModel Penal
Cale 1224.8 (OiTicial Draft and Revxsed Comments 1980). &notes to Tex. Penal Code Ann
532.43 (Branch 3d ed. lY74). Comment 2 to 1224
aftheMalelPenal Codo, supm,at335, rdercnms
1240 1oftheMdel Penal Code, supra Comment
4(al of240 1,suy).a, at20, states that 'Itlhc person
whooffenabnbe ~sengagcdmnlcbwtemnduct
that has its objective theachicvemenroian [illicit]
agreement ' (emphasis supplied).
97. The fact that the crime as charged under
suhsecuon 32.43(c), a third degree felony, w d d
have been a CLw A misdemeanor if charged
under T q . Penal Code Ann $15OKc) Wemon
19741, points up an anomaly that extsts when
~ncon~plete
or inchoate crmes can be charged
under suhstslanrivepenal code provisionswtthout
rchance on section 15 01, the general attempt
sratute Subsection 15.0l(c)c)autonwucallylowe~3
the grade ofthe attempted cnnm one level from
the gmde of the subsrantivcrrime.
93. Compare the s o d l e d 'lack-ofsoccess" mle
tmpastng ltab~l~ty
undcr die fedcral mad fraud
statute. 18U.S.C 61741
- . (1982).
. . .,for incomolete or
wruc"xfui sclw~l~c%
to dvlrnud. See, cg.,
l > l ~ ~ ~ l illhd~
u .i l ~ ~ l S161
l ~I1uS.~3!X,315(I8~XJ.
~,
Seealso Annot. supranme 11.1 A L R ad. at 1356,
1359(gravamenofdense of commercial bnbery
in anenlpt to brik, which need not be succes
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ful).
59.See text and noteat note 20, supra. (emphasis
suoolied).
lob: ~ e " y u. Stale. 471 S.W.2d 848, 852 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1971).
101. United Stales u. Oviedo, 525 F.2d 881, 883
(5th Cir. 1976).
102. Model Penal Code 55.01 comment 4 at 31
(Tent. Draft No. 10 May 6. 1960).
103. See, e.g.. ~nilerl~;af&u.
Oliiedo,sriprnnote
101. 525 F.2d at 883-84. See also R. Perkins,
Ctitninni krn 626-33 O d ed. 1982).
104. Model Penal Code §5.04(1Xa), sriprn note
102, CCriminal Attempt") provides in relevant
part that:
"(1) ... A person is guilty of anattempt to mmmit
a crime i f . . . he:
(a) purposely engages in conduct which would
constitute the crime if the attendant circumstances were as he believes them to be..
The purpose of this provision is to eliminate legal
impossibility as a defense. Id, comment 4 at 30.
The commentary to section 5.04(1) (a) criticizes
the doctrine of legal impassibility as "unusual in
that it seeks toevaluate a mental attitude-'intent'
or'purpose'-notby lookingto the actor's mental
frame of reference, but to a sirnation wholly at
variance with the actor's beliefs." Id. at 31.
Viewed in this light, this variant of the doctrine
could be inapplicable to thc hlalrmcase because
on the facts and cvidcnce of the case, the
defendant's "mental framc of rcfcrence" arguably
included the knowledge that Caldwell had no
legal power to order his law partner hfcDade to
takecc~tainlitigativeactian.Thustheactor'sstate
of mind would not have been "at variance" with
the actual situation. Under this circumstance the
aze,zsrennecessaryforcrimi~~al
culpabilltywould
bc missing si~,iplicile,:
The discussion proceedq, however, an the assumptionthat legal impassibility,particularly as it
is defined in connection with bribery offenses,
i~lf,q applies to the allegations afthe indictment.
105. Tex. Penal Codc Ann. §15.01Ca) (Vernon
1974) does not adopt thc languagc of hlmlel
Penal Code 55.01(1Xa), note 1M, s r p n . The
practice commentary to §I5.Ol(a) of the Penal
Code expressly indimes that a defense "under
many impossibility situations" remains available.
106. Tex. Penal Cmle Ann. 136.02 (Vernon Supp.
1985)
107. 316 S.W.2d 408 (Tex. Crim. App. 1958).
108. I d at 410 (citing favorably, inle~"rli~i,two
oldcr asrs, Erpr~mRicharrls,72. S.W.383 (Tex.
Cdnl App. 1903) and M w ~ u.
z Stale, 44 Tex.
Crim. 159.
521 (Tex. Crim. ADO.
~~.69 S.W. ~.
., 1932).
..
which are in substantial agreement with this

consistent with the statutocy rule.
115. In evidence adduced at trial it was shown
that such a partnership agreement existed vesting
such control in GiLxon Gayle as Chairman of the
Executive Committee of Fulbright & Jaworski.
116. Aristotle, hfelnphjaicr IV, iii, 1W5b25 (R.
AlcKeon, (ed.) m e Bnsic Work ofA,Wolle 737
(1941)). The quotation is a formulation of the
principle of non-contradidion.
117. Cf E Levi. An lnldriclio,? l o h a l R e m , z me 3 2 k 57 (19481 fiudirial conslnt&n tends
cedential value).
118 H.L.A. Hart, 7beConcqlofLm,202 (1961).
119. Coffee, F m n Ton lo C,in~c,supmnate 51,
19 Am. Crim. L. Rev. at 123 (foatnoks omittedl.
Seealso UnitedSl~i~esu.Hoirer.
816 F.Zd304,3W310 (7thCir.). (asserting that author's approachto
construction of criminal statute is "frozen"), vncnted, 484 US. 807 (1987).

Bank Fraud
Co~lfinrred
~ Y O I Ipoge
I
10

intapgible right of honest service, see
US. u. McNalb, 483 US. 350, 107 S.Ct.
2875 (1987). Shortly after the decision
in McNully, the Fifth Circuit decided
U.S. u. Fagm, 821 F.2d 1002, 1008 (5th
Cir. 1987). In Fqa17, the Court ruled
that, in all "kick-back"schemes, there is
a presumption that the victim was
deprived of money or property, at leas
to the extent of the value of the "kickback." In bank fraud cases, the fact that
a "fee" or "kick-back is made to a third
person (e.g., the banker who receives
an interest or the "nominee" who receives a "fee") may constitute a loss of
property and a denial of honest service
owed to the bank by its officer or
director.
In bank fraud cases, particularly those
involving complex transactions, prosecutors often will employ Rule 404(h) to
establish the state of mind or plan and
scheme to strzngthen their Facts suppolTing the element of knowledge 01nn'ncinlp of
-~ 1xw)
intent to deftmd. For a recent discus109 80 S.\V. 997 (Tcx. Crim. App. 1%).
sion of the application of Rule 404(b),
110. In' at998, SeenlsoA'niiiv.Slnlc, 129S.W. 630.
631 (Tex. Crim. App. 1910) (conviclion for brib
see U S u. J o h r ~ s o 872
~ ~ , F.2d 612, 624
cry reversed N I ~ C ~ bribe
C was offered to a city
(5th
Cir.
1989).
official whose ofice and powm did not, in fact,
9. Bank Fraud (18 U.S.C. g 1344)
legally exist). B,rIcfErp!,ieSbephe~<I, 153 S.W.
628, 629-30 Cl'ex. Crim. App. 1913) (fact that
a. Fssential Elements of the Offense
person wllonl relator sought to influence was not
(The bank fraud stahlte was pata lcgal juror is not a defense to contempt charge).
terned on the identical basis as the mail
111. McColliis~u. Stale, s q x i note 29, 686 S.W.
2d at 133-134 (reviewing legislative history of
md wire fraud statutes.'l9
scction 36.02).
(1) That the defendant knowingly
1 1 2 See 53 Tex. Jur. 2d "Statutes" 1131 (1964).
and willfully employed a scheme to
113. Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. Art. 6132b 518(e)
(.V~~~~-~~
~ r n r m1970)~
,
. .,.
:lefraud a federally chartered or insured
114. Te.~~isU1ze~?8ploj~~~~e~~lC~1~1pe~z~nfi~
Conm'~
institution;
to
u Bris, 137 Tex. 1, 151 S.W. 2d 567, 569 (1941).
(2) Obtain the monies, funds, assets,
This ntle of thc c a s t law is, of coorse, fully
~
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securities or property. . . by means of
false or fraudulent pretenses.
b. Application of 1344
Section 1344 contemplates materially
false statements or concealed facts with
intent to deprive the institutionof funds
or property.'* The Justice Department
lobbied for this statute because of certain "deficiencies" under $656, 5 657, 5
1005 and § 1006; that is, these sections
were limited to persons ". . . associated
with the financial institution in ownership or operational capacities." These
limitations, coupled with the ruling in
Willia~~zs
u. US., 458 US. 279 (1982)
[making g 1014 inapplicable to "check
kiting" schemesl, caused the Department to seek expansion of the statutory
scheme to redress misconduct with
respect to financial institution^."^ In
addition, 1344 extends to offshore
"bogus" banks used to defraud insured
banks. By enacting g 1344, Congress
intended this provision to reach extraterritorial "institutions."~" As with §
1014, the bank does not need to have
sustained a loss for the crime to occur.
By application of 1341 and g 1343
precedent tog 1344,the victim's loss or
defendant's gain is not required"'
10. Bank Theft and Receipt of Stolen
Bank Property (18 U.S.C. g 2113(b)-(c).
a. Essential Elements of Bank Theft 5
2113(b)
(1) That the defendant took or carried
away money or property belonging to
the custody/care/control of bank;
(2) That the said bank was a federally
insured institution; and
(3)That the defendant took or carried
avay said money or property exceeding 5100.00 in value.
b. Definitions
The Supreme Court has indicated
that for purposes of § 2113(b), "taking"
included, but was not limited to, "false
pretenses."'*
c. FssentialElementsofReceipt ofStolen
Bank Property Under 5 2113(c)
(1) That the defendant received,
possessed, concealed, or disposed of
money or property taken or stolenfrom
a bank, CL-editunion or savings and
loan; and
(2) That the defendant knew the
money or propelty was stolen.
d. Discussion of § 2113(c)
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Under the Crime Control Act of 1984,
Congress eliminated the element that
thedefendant also had to know that the
money or property was, in fact, stolen
from a bank, uedit union, or savings
and loan. A defendant can fall within
the bank robberyheceipt provision by
a mere showing that he knew whatever
money he received or disposed of was
stolen.ls
C. Significant Changes Made by FIRREA
1. Criminal Procedure and Fines
a. Penalties and Fines
FIRREAenhances penaltiesand fines.
The following criminal statutes now
have sentences of up to twenty (20)
years in prison and fines u p to
$1,000,000:
a. 18 U.S.C. 5 215ca);
b. 18 U.S.C. 5 656 AND 5 657;
c. 18 U.S.C. g 1005 and 5 1006;
d. 18 U.S.C. 6 1007;
e. 18 U.S.C. g 1014;
f. 18U.S.C. $1341and g 1343(if the
crime(s1 affect a financial institution);
and
g. 18 U.S.C. 5 1344
Section 1009[rumorsregarding FSLIC
institutions1has been repealed, as has 5
1008 [false statements to the FSLIC for
the purpose af influencing its actionl.
2. Statute of Limitations
Section 961(1) of FIRREA extended
thestatuteof limitationsfor the offenses
listed in "a" above from five (5) to ten
00) years. This sectionappliesretroactively: That is, the ten year limitation is
made applicable to those alleged offenses committed prior to FIRREA ifthe
statute of limitations applicable to the
alleged offense had not run by the date
of FIRREA's enactment into law on
August 9, 1989.'n
3. RICO
Under section968of FIRREA, a 8 1344
offense (bank fraud) is made part of 18
U.S.C. 5 1961<1),and is now a predicate
offense under RICO.
4. Grand Jury Secrecyhight to Financial Privacy Act Amendments
Section 943 of FIRREA redesignated
Section 1120 of the Right to Financial
Privacy Act (12 U.S.C. 3420) as Section
1120(a) and added a new subsection
(b) (1) which states:
"No officer, director, partner, em-

ployee or shareholder of, or agent or
attorney for, afmancial institutionshall,
directly or indirectly, notify anypetson
namedinagmndju ysuhpoenaserved
on such institution in connection with
an investigation relating to a possible
(a) crime . . . or; (B) conspiracy to
commit a crime [against a financial
institution1about the existence or contents of such subpoena, or information
that has been furnished to the grand
jury in response to such subpoena.
(Emphasis added).
Thus, a client may be under investigation by a grand jury for months
before receiving any notice he is under
investigation for bank fraud.
Additionally, Congress added a new
18U.S.C. 4 3322"' provision authorizing
agovenunentprosecutororagent under
Rule b(e)[3)(A)(ii), Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure, to disclose grand
jury material to any attorney for the
Government(e.g., another AUSA, FDIC
counsel, or FDIC privately hired counsel under contract) for use in enforcing
the civil penalties set out in Section 951
of FIRREA, or for use in connection
with civil forfeiture under 18 U.S.C. $
981.
5. Obstruction of Criminal Investigations
Section 1510ofTitle 18 was amended
to make it a misdemeanor for any
officer of a financial institution to disclose the existence or contents of a
grand jury subpoena or the information
furnished to a grand jury."' If the bank
officer's intent was to "obstruct" the
grand jury proceeding, be has committed a felony punishable by a sentence
of up to frve (5) years in prison. Congress did not define "obstmct."'~
6. Civil and Crimtnal Forfeiture
Under FIRREA, any personcs) convicted of a conspiracy to violate 18
U.S.C. $215;656,657,1005,1006,1007,
1014, 1341, 1343, or 1344 shall be
ordered to forfeit to the United States
any property constituting, or derived
from, the proceeds that the person(s)
obtaineddirectlyorindirectlyfromsuch
a vio1ation.l" As previously mentioned,
Congress was targeting "deep-poclrets.""'
7. Early Detection of Banking Misconduct-Confidential Informants and Re-

wards
Under 8 933 of FIKREA, Congress
added g 34 of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Act and p 214 of the Federal
Credit Union Act to encourage the use
ofconfidentialinformantstoattack bank
fraud. Under the new law, a federal
banking agency m;ry pay a reward to a
person k g . , a non-participating lowlevel bank employee withinformation)
who provides original information
which leads to recoveiy of an amount
that exceeds $50,000 of any criminal fee
eventually imposed resulting from
indictment and conviction for banking
crimes. The banking agency also may
pay a reward if restitution or civil penalties exceed $50,000 under any of the
following statutes: Federal Deposit
Insurance Act, the Federal Credit Union
Act, the Federal Reserve Act, the Bank
Holding Company Act Amendments of
1970, the Home Owners Loan Act and
the Bank Holding Company Act of
1956. The reward may not be more
than the lesser of 25 percent of the
amount of the fine or penalty assessed
or $1W,000.
8. New Task Force in Dallas
Section 965 of FIRREA also created a
new task force in the Northern District
of Texas through 1992. With the extension of the statuteof limitations,fees for
confidential informants and the tendency of guvernment agencies to perpetuatethemselvesindefmitely,the bank
fraud business prabably will be a
growth area for cfiminal defense attorneys. In addition, Congress ordered
each federal banking agency to submit
amual repom on enforcement activities, civil penalties, criminal referrals,
the number and status of Gland Jury
and F.B.I. investigations of bank fraud
and recommendations for financial resources.'"
D. Administrative Regulations and
Criminal Referrals
1. Overview
The regulatory provisions promulgated by banking agencies are aimed at
assuring that banks and thrifts function
in a "safe and sound" manner. These
regulations, contained largely in Tde
12 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
have been constantly modified and
amended. Defense counsel should be
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familiar with these provisions as they
may apply to a given case. Violation of
banking regulations (or lack thereof)
may be probative ona defendant's state
of mind either in an inculpatory or
exculpatory context. Because the primary focus of the Dallas Task Force is
targeted at savings and loan institutions, a few of these regulations require
some discussion.
2. "Safe and Sound Practices"
As a general rule, "safe and sound
practices"are those practices that would
maintain the fmncial integrity of the
financial institution. In our circuit, the
Court has suggested that it means
conduct and standards that would not
result ". . in abnormal risk or loss . . ."
to the institution or its investors? Cease
and desist proceedings may be instituted where procedures and policies
are not complied with. Beginning with
Section 902 of FIRREA, Congress expanded the cease and desist provisions
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act
(12 U.S.C. 1818) by strengthening the
enforcementand penalty provisions for
known violations.
One of the most important savings
and loan regulations aimed at assuring
"safe and sound" practices is contained
in 12 CF.R. $ 563.170, which requires,
in part, the following:
"TO enable lregulatorsl to examine
savings associations and affiliates and
audit insured institutions, and service
corporations Ipwsuant to paragraph
Call, each savings association . . . shall
establishand maintain such accounting
and other records as will provide an
accrcrrrto a d complete ?wcord of all
business it transacts, and t k documents, fdes and other material or pmperty comprising said records shall. . .be
availableforsuch examinationand audit
. . (Emphasis added).
Section 563.170(cXiv) and (v) also
require written appraisal reports completed prior to the approval of said
loans on real estate and a hancial
statement from the borrower at the time
the loan is approved which evidences
an ability to repay the loan. Sections
563.9-3(bXl) and Cz) also regulate the
loans-to-one borrower limits of each
institution for individual and commercial loans by thrifts.

.
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Frequently, violations of these provisions will lead not only to cease and
desist orders hut also to criminal referrals if it appears that false enhies or
omissions suggest possible misapplication of funds.
3. Violation of Civil Statute or Regulation Not Enough for Conviction of
Misapplication Under S 656 or 5 657 But, Relevant on Intent
A violation of operating procedures,
civil statutes or regulations promulgated by regulatory agencies is not
suficient to support a conviction for
misapplication under $$656-657or for
false entries under $$ 1005-10015.'~But
note, civil bankmg or regulatory violations under Stefanmay be probative on
motive or intent if the statutory or
regulatory violations are directly related to protecting the bank's financial
interest.'" If tEe violation of a civil
statute, regulation or operating procedure is used to "boot-strap" a conviction for misapplication and not admitted merely on the question of "intent to
injure" the bank or thrift, the conviction
cannot stand.'*
In all bank fraud cases, defense
counsel should file a motion in limine
to preclude the Government's reference to civil statutes, regulations or
internal operating procedures. The
Government will rarely concede the
motion. Prosecutors will point to Stefan
and argue that Rule 404(h) authorizes
reference to such civil provisions because the violation of an operating
procedure, regulation or civil statute is
probative on intent and motive. The
prosecutor, also, may argue that the
violation of a civil statute, regulation
and/or internal operating procedure
was "inextricablyintertwined"with the
offense: Accordingly, the Coua need
not employ the balancing standards for
use of extrinsic evidence set out in U.S.
v. Beechtmt?S'
At a minimum, the primarymissionof
your motion in limine should he to
'flush-out" the prosecutor's theory of
his case and prepare a defense to rebut
he Government's evidence on "intent
o injure" or 'lntent to defraud." Decerise counsel should remember that,
slthough repayment of a loan and/or
10loss to the bank is not an absolute

defense to banking crimes, such widence is admissible on the intent of the
Further, although knowledge and approval by the bank's Board
of Directors is not an absolute defense
to a misapplication offense under 5s
656-657, it isadmissible on the question
of whether the defendant intended to
injure the bank or thrift?s3
4. Criminal Referrals
Most bank fraud investigations begin
with criminal referrals from the hank or
thrift or from regulators. The F.B.I.
relies heavily upon the information
contained in these referrals in its investigations. Often, these criminal referrals detail the conduct of potential
defendants, statements of persons with
knowledge, and relevant documents.
Insured institutions'are obligated to
make criminal refemals for suspected
crimnesandu~plainedlosses
forwhich
there is a basis for believing a crime
may have been committed.'* Thrifts
must fde criminal referrals within fourteen (143 working days after the discovery of an unexplained loss or suspected
crime;% while banks have 30 days to
file.Once produced from the banks or
thrifts, Criminal Referral Forms and
Statements are not privileged and fall
within the traditional discovery provisions of Rule 16, Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and the Jerrcks Act (18
U.S.C, $3500). If the Governmentdoes
not produce the referral forms in discovery, a motion to compel should be
filed. Do not waive these requests.tw
These criminal referral reports are required to be kept in the home office of
the fmancial institutionfor three years."
5. Investigative Reports
Frequently, law firms are retained by
financially-troubled thrifts to conduct
an internal investigation, in part, to
determine whether referrals should be
made. These investigative reports may
be filled with exculpatory statements
under Brady. The Gove~nmentmay
want to obtam these investigative reports to help expedite an F.B.I. or
Grand Jury investigation. Under some
situations, these reports may not be
discoverable by the F.B.I. or a Grand
Jury because of the anorney-clientprivilege or Rule 26(b)(3), Federal Rules of
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Civil Procedure.l* Of course, these
counsel will be best suited to cope with
privilegesmay be waived if they are not
the complex and dangerous problems.
preserved. Whether the investigative
EXHLBFT A
report is "meaningful" to your client
1. Pusey, "S&L's: How they self-desuuctcd,'
depends upon each client's status and
DaUmh4omin~
A b l s November 8, 1987.
who the law fin represented (i.e., the
misrepresent mtcrlal fact, such as the true bor2. Nash, "wlloto~hankfor thelhnft Crisb?" New
rower orpurpase of theloan, amisapplication as
bankorthedirector/officer/shareholder Yolk n m a Tune 12 1988 o 1
the true borrower or purparc of the loan, a
3. Drui&ond, %ere?$lation made thdfts
who retatned the fum).
misappiicationoccuc, Seeaka US. u. WOK 820
~Inerable~Housron
Cbmnfcle, Omober30,11988,
If you believe the investigativereport
F 2d 1 4 9 , 1503 (9th Cis 1987), cerl denipd 108
p. bl.
8 . 0 1 2 2 2 , s L.Ed Zd 423).
4. Iadendorf, 'Whds to Him?: AusNn Amefiwould be helpful to the defense of your
121 See US. u. Admnson, 7W F 2d 953,957 (5th
urnStaresman,
February
20,
1989,
Capital
Busiclient and your client knows who
Cir. 1983) (en banc), cert. denied, 464 US. 833
ness Section, page 1.
conductedthe investigation,you should
( 1 m I [applying"recMessness"asanappmpa~e
5 Maranissand Athon.OnThe1% BillionDollar
standard for mens real.
consider issuing a subpoena for pm122 US. u.FandI, 609 F 2d 816 (5th Cw. 1980).
ductionunderRule 17(c), Federal Rules
123 SeeU.S.u Salitzq (154 P Zd 319,327 (5thCir.
of Criminal Procedure. If a motion to
198U. Se@alsoU.S.u.Bocb,835F.~519(5thCir.
EXHIBIT B
lW71
-,,
quash is filed, you should request an in
1. Pasztor, 'Ex-Offinal of Defunct Dallas Thrift
124. SeeUS v Kw#lon,8751~.Zd1091. IlW(5rh
Pleads Guilty to Conspiracy Charges," W a l l S m
cornera inspection by the Court in
Cir. 1989). IDiscussing the meus rea for 1 656
Jountal, March 25, 1984Idetallmgcl~argesofcon
order to determine whether such report
offenses including a review or the decisions in
wiracy to falsify records, makc illegal campaign
US u. Adamsorr, US u. Cnuble and U S v.
or portions therein contain statements
matributions, and pmvide sexual payoffs to
Brnk 1
Vernon Savings m d Loan &cea anddirmms;
that are relevant to your defense.
125. US.u.Lueben.833F 2d751,753sndN 2(5Ih
2. Sablatura, "FBI probes 27 area banks. W s , "
Counsel should remember that even
Cir. 1988). S e e K e n p u. US, U
S . . 108
Hotlslon Dusi~mJoumal,April 11, 1988;
SS% 1537, 1547 (1988).
work-product is discoverable if your
3. Brewton, "Majorbreakforeseen inhank fraud
126 US. u Said, 730 F.2d 225, 232 (5th Cir.
probes," H o u f ~Post,
~ r May 3, 19@3 Idesmhing
has substailiial need of the
client
1384), ccrr. dentd, 41% US 844 (19%)
Herman Beebe gully plea and agreement to
materials . . . and that Ihel is unable
127 US. u. Gallayhar. 576 F 2d 1028 (3d Cu.
moperate anth mnve~ugatorsl;
1978); US. u. &&dl< 564 E.2d 1329 (9th Cir.
without undue hadship to obtain the
4. Stelnnleta. "Confinenlal Savin~sfalls-FBI
1977). cet. denied, 435 US. 944 (1978).
substantial equivalent by other means.IIm looking for bank fraud," Horrsron Cbmicle.
I , F.2d 648 (5th Cir. 1978).
128. U;S. u. G I P ~ ,578
September 27,1988,
V. CONCLUSION
cerl. d..ied, 439 US. 1133 (19781.
5. Department ofJustice press release, Pchruary
129, US. u. fnckft, 598 F.2d 739 (2d Cir. 1979).
During the 1990's, the Governmentis
17, 1989, dcscribii mndrcment of E Monen
130. WWiams u. US., 458 U.S.279 (19821.
Iloclkins, Wwdrow 0. Brownlee and John W
going to become increasingty more
131. US. u. Frf& 588 F.2d 534, 536 (5th Clr.
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aggressive in prosecuting bank fraud
1979), -17. denied, 441 US. 913 (1979).
and m'mppllcnuon of fundsthrough a sham real
132. US. a hfnze. 414 U.S. 795 (197474). See U.S.
cases and commencing civil lhgation
estate transaction
6. Blanton, 'Ex-Vernon officral agrees to plead
against di~ecto~s
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sfrlhing a charge of conspiracy to extract S55,WO
Clr. 1987).
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June 20,1969.
by
defendant to withdraw thex money fmni the
potential criminal chargesthatmay flow
8. Zook, "Developer given suspended senhanks.
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1930
(Dec 1984).
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1% See, S Rep1 No. 98 222. at 379.
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FRIENDS OF TCDLA
by Betty Kearney
Fall means it is time for bulky sweaters, wool clothes, football and another
article for Voice!
In September the FRIENDS had a
very productive meeting in Houston.
Some really interesting money-making
projects were discussed and approved.
We organized a T-shirt committee
which will be in charge of coordinating
sizes and colors. We will offer a white
T-shirt with the TDCLA logo in either a
combination of neon colors or black,
white and red. T-shirts will be available
In short or long sleeves and small to
XXX-largesizes. TheT-shirts will be for
sale at the December meeting in Fort
Worth. Since the spring ski trip to bke
Tahoe bas been moved to January 1013, the long sleeve style will especially
come in handy.
The FRIENDS are offering TCDLA
logo quartz watches for sale. We hope
to have one on display at the December
meeting in Fort Worth. Watches can be
ordered now in either a man's or lady's
style. If you want to order a watch,

please contact Betty Kearney (817) 3365600 or Rita Evans (817) 924-9026 for
price and mailing information. Please
allow at least 4 weeks for delivery.
The T-shirts and watches will make
wonderful Christmas gifts for family
and friends!
As I mentioned before, the December meeting will be in Fort Worth and
I understandTim and Rita have planned

an exciting time for all of us. Tim and
Rita are probably the best 'party-givers"
I know, so don't miss this one!
There are a couple of newsworthy
announcements. First of all, Debbie
and Mark Daniel would like to announce the arrival of their new baby
girl, Kristin Michele, who weighed in at
8 pounds. Congratulations to the
Daniels. The second announcement
concerns one of the FRIENDS Board
Members. The next time you see Ann
Meyer she may look a little different.
Unfortunately. Ann fell and has torn
ligaments in her foot. She win have the
extreme pleasure of being
- on crutches
for a few weeks.
Rita Evans has generously volunteered to compile an offidal directory
for the FRIENDS of TCDLA. IFyou have
a spouse, secretary or interested party
who would like to join our organization, please let us know by contacting
Claudia Hlnton (214) 824-3342 or Joan
Weinberg (214) 369-7755.

.

FRIENDS of TCDLA
Membership Application
In December 1987, the FRIENDS of TCDLA was created to do law-related philanthropic and educational projects in
support of our parent organization. Since our existence, we have created a permanent endowment for the Richard
Thornton Scholarship Fund at the University of Texas and raised money to buy down the Educational Institute's building debt in honor of Buddy Dicken. Through our "Champions of Justice" program, we will strive to keep these two
funds perpetually active. In addition, we promote social activities among the members of the TCDLA, their families,
supporters and acquaintances.
We invite any non-lawyer interested in furthering the pursuits of the TCDLA to join us. The 1990-1991year will be
one of our best yet with Mrs. Betty Kearney as our President. There is strength in numbers and we need your support.
Please fill out the form below and send it, together with your tax-deductible check for $25.00, to:
Mrs. Joan Weinberg
7431 Northaven
Dallas, TX 75230
Name
Address
Phone: Home
TCDLA Association
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Editor's Column
Canti)~ued
J i m page 4

aboutit untilf~ty-onedays had elapsed
from the date of sentencing and fortysix days from the filing of the Notice of
Appeal.
The point of the matter is that Jones
plead guilty in this a s e and his punishment was assessed in accordance with
aplea bargainagreement with the State.
Rule 40 (bl U) Tex.R. App.Pm. This
rule requires that the Notice of Appeal
state that the Trial Coua granted permission to appeal or that the Notice of
Appeal specifythosematterswere raised
on wi-itten motion. This rule is a
restrictive mle, which regulates the
extent of the grounds upon which a
Defendant can appeal. As the Court of
Criminal Appeals said, "If (the Defendan0 wishes to appeal a matfer which

NLADA Death Penalty
Training Set For March
Life in the BuIunce IE Deftrtding
Deatk Psnal@Cmes,will be held at the
Clarion Hotel in New Orleans, LA from
March 8-10, 1991, The conference is
being conducted by the National Legal
Aid and Defender Association and cosponsoredbythe Louisiana Association
of Criminal Defense Lawyers.
The 2 l/2 days of mining Will feature
sessions on building the defense team,
hat issues in federal and state caselaw,
special problems of capital clients,
negotiations, jury selection, and the
mitigation phase of capital cases (including presenting mitigation, keeping
mitigation evidence from beingused by
the prosecutor against your client,
improper closing argument by the
prosecutor, jury instructions and verdict forms).
Nationally-known death penalty defens&team members from around the
c o w will serve on the faculty.
Registration fees are $160.00 for
NLADA and LACDL member6 and
$200.00 for non-members. There is a
special rate for goupsof 4 or more who
register at the same time. The registration feeincludes all materialsand lunch
on Friday and Saturday.
For more information about the
conference or to refeive a brochure,
contact Mary Bmderick or Pat Mysza at
NLADA, 1625 K Srreet, NW, 8th Floor,
Washington, DC 20006. Phone (202)
452-0620.

38
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; nonjurisdictional in nabre Uom'
&rid Motion raised a nonjurisdiconal defect, i.e., a defect in the enancement allegations of his indidlent) or occurred prior to the e ~ r of
y
is plea, then he must conform to the
quirements ofthe statute and include
rithin his Notice what the grounds of
ppeal are and the fact that he has
:ceived the permission df the Trial
ourt to appeal those matters."
The Court eventually held that the
ourt of Appeals inJonesshould never
ave entertained his appeal of a nonuisdictionat matter. As far asJones is
~ncemed,althoughhe Lost, at least the

Court oFAppeds addressed hi contention; and while the Court of crimihal
Appealssaid the GouaofAppealsshould
not have addressed the contention,
even the Court of Criminal Appeals &id
so, to resolve the conflict between the
Couw: of Appeals.
WhileJoneshad bothappellate wlirts
wi-ite on the issue h e presented, 'all
other defendam similarly situated will
not be so lucky in the future. The
Notice of Appeal either complies with
theappellate rule in these types of situations or the defendant foregoes ahy
meanltlsful appeal at all. All defendants have now been put on notice,'.

New Members
Dent k "DekeeAustin
133 N. Industrial Blvd.
Lock Box +2
Dallas, Texas 75207
1214) 653-3550

John Charles Hardin
P.O. Box 459
McKinney, Texas 75069
(214) 5424628

Roger Neil Mass
113 E. Lufkin Avenue
lufkin, Taxas 75991
(403) 639-6501

IBm. R. -ChvmHoYnan

William D. Rowlea
1120 Empim Central Place
Suite 1W
Dallas, Texas 7%47
(2141 638-6842

Thomas E. Banlev

8140 Walnut Hill Lgne
suite goo
DdLas+Texas 75231
(2141 361-4026

Cathnine Glare Bemhard
131 N. Industrial Blvd
9th PI.. Ste. C-1. LB +2
Dallas, T a a s 75207
014) 653-3550

David J Ingram
5DB Wain Dnve
rOngview, Texas 75604
(214) 297-6522

Smtt C. Smith

Joel B. Johnson
P.O. Box 788
Sinton, Texas 78387
(512) 5644440

J. Wamn St. John

Cue Limcomh

T.Price Stone

Chamine R. Biesell
5738 Newpnt
Houston, Texas 77023
(409) 294-2565
Srinn Blessing
P.O. Box 1254
Rockwall, Texas 75087
(214) 771-9954

.

6460 C u m A w e
Port R n h , Taras 76116

(817) 335-4003
5618 Mcrcedes

Dallas, T a a s 75206
(214) 653-3550

Tadd Blomeah
103 E. San Antonio
lockham, Texas 28694
(512) 3W7l75

John Ray Mabay
813 Amsden
Denison, To;as 75020
(214) 893-2133

David Counts
1210 Nueces. Ste. 1W
Austin, Tex@ 78701
(512) 47&3898

Charles Uzo mdvka
4035 Woogland Park Blvd.
Suite 580
Arlingtan, Texas 76013
(8171548-3102

w&n, Brown, ~ a l t o n ,
Seilheimer
105 W. Pead Sueel
Granbury, Teab 76048
(812 573-3718

PI& Michael McMillen

1108 N. k U 5 t
Denton, Texas 76201
(817) 387-0565

Jan Hamil Weads
One Quadrangle Towel
28213 Routh St.. Ste. 850

C.logan Dice
9314 Texas Aye,, St@. 1301
Houston, Texas 77002
013) 223-7500
Melinda R Fagin
1 m N. Market, Me. 210
Dallas, Texas 75202
(214) 743-4488

T'nl Mwre
115 W. 2nd Street
Suite 202
Fort Wodh, Tpxas 76102
@17) 3323822
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February 16,1991
TCDLA Board Meeting
Houston

f

March 17-22,1991
CDLP Criminal Trial Advocacy
Institute, Hontsville
April 18-19,1991
CDLP Homicide Seminar
Dallas

i

upcoming CLE Programs

Publications for Sale
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0 Federal China1 Practice Manual (3 irol.)

- .'

$

i

-

i

I

Sales I?&
$75.00

1986-87 Edition
Li Criminal Defense Practice Materials (2 Vol.)
1988-1989 Ediiion
0 Criminal Practice Forins Diskettes (s&are available:
Word Perfet, Microsoff Word)
Li Capital Murder: Defense Against the Death Penalty
Manual 1986 Edition /this bookis free to anvone aooainted
to a Capiror Murder Case)
Li CDLP DWLDefeose Semiuar- October 1989. Corpus C W
0 CDLP Federal Sentencine G u i d e l i Seminar
Book -December-1989, Daltas
LI Representing Sex Offenders and the "Chemical Casption
Defense" -Author: Ray Taylor
O CDLP Sex Crimes Seminar Course Book
April 1990. McAllen
0 TRIALS-FORENSIC PATHOLOGY
Author: Dr. Robert Bux and Ray Taylor
Procedure Skills Course Book
C D U State & FederalAvuellate
..
August 1990. Houston
0 TCDLA Advanced Fideral Criminal Law Sh'm Course Book
September 1990, Houston

I.

December 13,1990"Postl'&l Tactics'
Leroy Burkhokter, Clinard J. Hanby
5-7 pm, Civil CaurtHouse, 301 Panoin,

$150.00
$lW.00
$25.00

Bank Fraud
$50.00
$50.lM
.--~-si0.00

$f0.0.00
$75.00
$150.00

Sales Tax is not included. (8%)
Please check desired purchase(s) and send this order form to the
Criminal Defense Lawyers Profee$,,600 West 13th ~ t i e e tAustin,
,
Texas 78701
NAME

-

ADDRESS
ClTYISTATEfZE

NOVEMBER 1990

PHONE NO.

Room 205, Houston
$15.00 Members, $25.00 Non-members
02.00 bows MCLE
For information, call (713) 227-2404
January 18,1991NUIS & BOLTS OF
FEDERAL PRALTICE SEMINAR
8:30 a m -5:OO pm, Federal Courthouse,
515 Rusk, Houston, Court 11B.
For information, fall (713) 227-2404

&onfin~~edJiorpipge
36
w y , 697 Fad 674, 685 (5th Cir. 1983).
148. US. u. .%&mt, 784 F.2d 1033(11th Wr. 19m.
149. See US. u. Cfa* 765 P.2d 297, 303 @dWr.
13851. SeeabMS. a Ch&lo. 614 f 2d 4 s (5th cir.

convict under $656, rnfsapplkutionl.
150. IlanWng Mmes at $3.02141(b) and Prhnnr,
at 50-57. SBa US. a. McC?f&bI,821 P.Zd at 22%
15L 582 F.2d 898,914 (5th Cir. 1978) (en b w )
cefl-denied.420U.S. 920 a9793. See US.u.T m ,
685 E.2d 921,924 (5th Cir. 1982) [an act is not
emiosic, when theevidenceoftheact.. .and the
&me are inextricablyi n t m i n d . SeealsoUS.v.
J ~ h ~ w872
n , P.Zd612,624 0.12 (5th Cir. 198P).
152 See US. u. OanFan, 598 F.2d 839 (4th Cir.
1979, ceri. denled, 444 U S . 871 (197% US. a
Iachn, ,621 F.2d 216, 220 C5Ih Czr. 1980).
153. U.S. U. Cacrbh?, 706 F.2d 1322, 1354 (5th Cir.
I=), CCer &+lie4 465 US. 1005 (1984).
1%. See 12 CEX $121.11,353.1 and 563.180.
155. .I2 CP.R. 1 563.180.
156. 12C.P.R.5$2l.lland3W.1.
157. SeeRules 1x6 and 0.
158. See12 C.F.R. 563.180
159. See In re GranBJUc/Pm%&ingj 517 F.2d
616,670 (5thCir. 19751;lnre Intema!lonalSpfem
6 Csntml Cotp. Securitfes Li(i@fon. 673 E.2d
1 2 5 1240 (5th Cir. 1982). Seegenerally lpjobn
Co. u. US, 449 US. 383, B9(1981>.
16a E d R. Civ. P. 260r1U). 8
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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEPENSE LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
(Piease print or type)

!

;!
I

I
I

:

NEW MEMBER APPLICATION

j

RENEWAL APPLICATION
I
I

I NAME
I

(TO a p r in Munkrrhnp D l c a q )

I

MAUINGADDRESS

: cayR A T E ZIP
! BUSMESS TELEHONE
:
: BAR CARD NUMBER
: Nm
: TITLE FOR SALUTATION:
.
(Mrs.)-Ws.): SwUSENAME:

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

-)-(

FAXNO. (-)

I

(A,

I

mom on Suh Bu Cud)

I
I

PROPeSSfONAL ORGANIZATIONS: (Cumt)

NatwnaJ

CWTmED CRIMINAL SPECMIST. Y

E

S NO-

RESIDENCE TEMPHONE (-)
Hnc you cvu boend~rbanedordiripllmdby any bar mialion.
or are you t k subject of diriplinary hellan now pending?

m e
I
I

(Simalwc Or A p l b l )

:
:
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

ENDORSEMENT
I, a member ofTCDLA. klicyc this appiicdnt to be a person of p m
fessianal mmfflemy, inlcgdly, and gmd mrd character. %ap
piiwnl is aetiveiy wgaged in I k &fof ciimid cam.
Date

(Sirmtme of Mmh>
Wnl or 'Iyp MemkSs N m )

I

: Moil
I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I

To provide an appropriatestate organlzatlon representing those lawyers who
are actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To protect and insure by rule of law t h e e individual rights guaranteed by
the Texas and Federal Constitutions in crhninal cases.
To resist proposed legislation or rules which would curtail such rights and
to promote sound alternatives.
To promote educational activities to improve the skill6 and knowledge of
lawyers engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To improve the judicial system and to urge the selection and appointment
to the bench of well-aualified and exuerienced lawyers.
and toseekmor~effectlverehah~itation
To improve the correeiional~~stem
ouwrtunities for those convicted of erimes.
fipromote constant improvement in the administration of criminal justice.
ADVANTAGES FOR TCDLA MEMBERS

~

AREAS OF S P E C J A L IN~ CRIMINAL
~
LAW
(CMifrnIim r
a q"ir@

I

. . .in this state already belong to the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association. We believe we have now the best Criminal Defense Bar in
the United States. We maintain that level of excellence by continuously seeking out new minds, new energies. Therefore we want YOU. . .if your legal
and personal philosophies are compatible with ourputposes and objectives:

.
.

Yea

BAR DATE: Mowh

Sb&d of the best regal minds

The monthly Voice for the Defenre magazine.
I h e "Significantkisiom Repon"afimprtan1 cam dacided by lhe T u a s Court of Criminal
Appeals and Federal Couris.
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals to and from Criminitl Defense Lawyers in over
100 Texas cities.
Outstanding educational programs-feahn'ing recognized experls on praclical aspects of
defense cases. TCDLA and the State Bar annually present many seminars and courses in
ail pans of the state.
AvailabiUty ofLaHyers Assistance Cnnuninee, a m d y source of information and assistance
to members. and the Amicus Curiae Comminee.
Organi7ationai voice thrnugh which criminal dcrcnse lawyers can formulate and exprers
lhcir position on legislation, court reform, imponant dcfenu case&through Amicus Curiae
activity.
Discounts and frw offerings for publications of interest to criminal defense lawyers.
Messenger service in the Capitol area.

I

I

lo:

Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
600 West 13th Street

Austin, Texas 78701

FAX No. (512)469-9107

L-,,--,,--,,,-,,------------------J
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~

~~
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ELIGIBILITY AND DUES
Voluntary Sustaining.. ................................$300.00
[All officers & d~reetorsmust pay Voluntary Sustaining dues) ,
Sustaming
$200.W
(Ail associate directors must pay Suslaining dues)

.........................................

I
I
I
I

!

i
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

:

Dues for members in the firm of a sunaining or
chartermember..

.................................. $ 50.00

Members admiltcd to practice: (based on state license dale)
2 years m less ..................................... $ 75.00
more than 2 years..
$150.09
Public Defender.. ................................... $ 50.W
Aflliorc Peiaons in earwis which mntdbutc lo defense of criminal
cases, e.g., law prof-rs,
arc eligible for alfliistc membership
YWO
of the itmlicalion
and m i 0 1 of lhc annual dues.
. .amm~ai
.
..
Amiiate Dues (AFn ................................. 50.00
SIudenrx Those ~guiariyenroiled in a law school in Texas are
eligible for studcnt membership.

................................

..............................

20.00

I

I

I
I
I

TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
..--. .............
600 West 13th Street
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